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Coyote Bookstore has a lot in store for stu
By Victoria Besedin
Chronicle Staff

Give yourself the gift of gab for
a nominal fee at the Coyote Book
store this quarter. For a 10 or 20
dollar denomination, students can
purchase a Prepaid Calling Card at
a vending machine near the main
cash register. A ten dollar bill guar
antees 30 minutes of calling time to
anywhere in the United States for
the same low price per minute.
WSR Communications from
Riverside will be monitoring the
jTOgress of the calling card every
two weeks, says Betty Bartlett, the
bookstore's supply buyer. She is
hoping that the card will gain popu
larity because it is one of the lowest
^ced cards around.
"Five to six companies apiroachedme about the cards. I went
through and found the best deal for
the students," stated Bartlett. The
company claims that those purchas
ing the calling card can save up to
70% for some companies' calling
card services.
The local company offers an
automatic voice who will give as
sistance in English or Spanish and
tells the user how much time is left
on the card each time it is used.
There is one stipulation, however.
Six months after the calling card is
activated, the card will expire and
will nolonger be able to access data
from the 800 number's netwoilc
base.

The bookstore not only supplies
the three-stepcalling cardmachine,
but a variety of items including
reasonably priced snacks, text
books, greeting cards. Cliff Notes,
school supplies, collectibles, and
the latest line of sorority and frater
nity apparel, all of which can be
ordered if not in stock.
Bartlett says she tries to keep the
store supplied in what the diverse
population wants. She orders large
quantities every quarter, and dur
ing rush times, when many people
are hired at the Coyote Bookstore
to help out, but let go a&,the quarter
slows down.
Recently, the general reference
book section has been e^anded to
include more of what the campus
wants to read. A larger selection
includes books and magazines
about humor, travel, afid men'sand
women's issues in the 90's adorn
the shelves and many can be seen
thumbing through while waiting in
line.
Students also can participate in
free monthly drawings. Bartlett says
anyone can enter as many times as
they want. Usually, three winners
are chosen. One of the raffles dur
ing fall quarter returned the stu
dents' cost of text books with their
Coyote Bookstore receipt. The three
winners were Jeanette Leinel,
$102.88, Ann Zimmerman, $126.
25, and LincolnPeters, $49.75.
Three students just won a free
sportbag loaded with donations
from companies that Bartlett saves

all years as they arrive,
which keeps the non-profit,
self-supporting store's costs
down. The winners are
David A. Johnson, Norma
Romero, and Nicole
Burnett.
If you can guess how
many candy hearts are in a
jar, you, too, can win big at
the bookstore during the
month of February. The
prize this time is a big white
teddy bear. Bartlett has also
planned a picnic basket
prize for the month of
March. She usually chooses
themes for the season, as
one of her favorite handson contests was to pluck

a

if it had a certain color on
the Up, then students received a discount on their next pur
chases.
During thesecond week of April,
the annual computer fair will dis
play five to ten vendors' newest in
comuter technology in a20x40tent.
Twenty-five cent hot dogs and free
bags of chips and soda will be avail
able all day.
All of these events are part of
Bartlett's focus to "improve
sbident's perception of the book
store. We are trying to be more
service -oriented and to offer the
best prices that we can."
In the past, the bookstore has
donated such items as tee -shirts to
A.S.I, and pencils to the Athletic

Bookstore
has more to offer
the students of CSUSB,
^
.....
computers, books and prepaid calling cards.
Department
The Coyote Technology Center
in the basement of the brokstore
has been opened almost a year.
Currently, a Performa 636 com
puter with CD Rom will be avail
able for $2,045 starting Jan. 27.
And, a new CD and cassette tape
section has been added. The store
hoped to exp^d, but ran out of
money during the remodeling pro
cess.
The games and gimmicks gave
not lured as many students as pre
dicted.
"I thoughtitwasgonnabe higher.
The promotions with the bookstore
and periodical coupons have only

brought only one or two people in
here," said Lupe Cortez, the store's
electronics buyer.
Fred Rodriguez, a freshman
R.O.T.C. student, does not know
why many students haven't given
the new computer center a chance.
"This is where I kill timewhenver
r m on campus," he said. Rodriguez
can play free games like Solitaire,
Doom, and King's Quest at his re
quest.
Senior math major and store
employee since August Drew
Scherrer added, "The store's com
puter stuff is reasonable. As it gets
bigger and more co-ganized, the store
will be fine."

Judd Winick of MTV's "Real World" series talks to
CSUSB students about the real world AIDS
By Lori Wyman

Chronicle Staff

"My name is Pedro and I have AIDS" said
the funny, handsome, charismatic young man
from MTV's "Real World" as he would be
gin his lecture on educating others about the
disease that no one can turn away from.
Pedro Zamora wasonly 17 years old when he
found out he was HIV positive and for the
remaining 5 years of his life, Pedro accom
plished more than what others accomplish in
their entire lives.

Since his death on November 11, 1994,
Pedro's roommate, Judd Winick, from the
"Real World", a program sponsored by MTV
for which seven strangers are picked to live
together and have their every move taped,
has taken over the responsibility of educating
others on the realities of the AIDS virus.
Judd was on our campus last Thursday where
he recalled the life of Pedro and warned the
audience that they are wrong when they think
they can't get the disease.
"People buy into the stereotypes that gays
are the only ones with AIDS when the reality

is that the number one rising group of AIDS
reports come from heterosexual persons. The
second in line is heterosexual females," explainedJudd. AIDS is contracted from blood
to blood encounters and from blood to mu
cous membrane encounters.
Anyone can get the AIDS virus. Pedro
"was very much like a lot of people you
know." He wassmart, went to school, played
sports, but also contracted the deadly virus.
"The risk of AIDS is too great; you can get
it from one encounter. We've got to protect
ourselves and the only way to do that is

through latex condoms and other means of
sexual gratification," he went on.
Another member from the "Real World"
Pam Ling, came out to listen to Judd, who
seemed very relaxed as he gave a heart
warming presentation on a serious subject.
Judd concluded his lecture with slides of him
and fellow "Real World" cast members on
various outings.

More on Winick Inside
See Interview Page 10
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Events From Wednedsay, January 25 to Wednesday, February 8,1995
Wednesildv, jdiui
OPEN AIR MARKET - Student
Union CourtyanKinsideifitrains.)
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Center, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. For info, call
ext. 7204
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
CSUSB vs.CSU LOS ANGELES
- Gymnasium, 7:30 p.m.

STUDENT UNION WINTER
GAMES - Pool/Air HockeyMdeo
Game Tournament. W ylie's Game
Room. Sign-upattheMulticultural
Center ext. 7204.

DELTA SIGMA PHI FRATER
NITY - Weekly chapter meeting.
Eucalyptus Room, Lower Com
mons, 8 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting. Univer
sity Hall, Room 249

THE BROWN BAG LUNCH
LECTURE SERIES: "Can

Masculinism Cooperate With
Feminism?"
with
Craig
Henderson and Ed Schneiderhan.
Women's Resource & Adult ReEntry Center, 12 Noon.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN
MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP •
Regular meeting. Student Union
Multicultural Center 5 p.m. - 6
p.m.
FRENCH TABLE CLUB Regular meeting. Pine Room,
I Lower Commons, 12 Noon.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION. Regular meeting. Pine
Room, Lower Commons, 6 p.m.
SPANISH TABLE CLUB Regular meeting. Student Union
Senate Chambers, 11 a.m.
INTERNATIONAL
STU
DENTS ASSN. - Regular meet
ing. University Hall, Room 249
Thursiiflx. |.*nua
WORKSHOP:Pro/essio«a/
Business Etiquette, with Bruce
Billings, AIM, of State Farm In
surance. Career DeveloinnentCenter. University Hall, ROCOTI 324,
10 a.m. -11 a.m. Free to students
and CSUSB Alumni Assn. mem
bers.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CHRIST - Regular meeting. Eu
calyptus Room, Lower Conunons,
6:15 p.m.
FREE HIV TESTING - No ap
pointment necessary. CONFI
DENTIAL Student Health Cen
ter, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. For more
information, call ext. 5241
MULTICULTURAL ART EX
HIBIT • Student Union Events

INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE Provided by volunteers from the
CSUSB Accounting Assn. Jack
Brown Hall, Room 111, 6 p.m. - 9
p.m. Free.

Tuesday, Idiuid
f©:

Drop classos without rocord
Change from Credit to Aur^f

HISPANIC WOMEN'S EM
POWERMENT GROUP - Regu
lar meeting. Women's Resource &
Adult Re-Entry Center, 2p.m. - 3
p.m.

SOCIOLOGY CLUB - Regular
meeting. Pine Room, Lower Com
mons, 6 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting. Univer
sity Hall, Room 249

Satiirda\. |»niu«i
INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE Provided by volunteers from the
CSUSB Accounting Assn. Jack
Brown Hall, Room 111,6 p.m. - 9
p.m. Free.

Sunda\, )a
ALPHA DELTA PI SORORITY
- Regular meeting. Eucalyptus
Room, Lower Commons, 7 p.m.
SIGMA CHI - Chapter meeting.
Temptxary Classroom TC 007, 4
p.m.
SIGMA GAMMA PHI FRA
TERNITY - Weekly meeting.
Temporary Classroom TC - 16, 7
p.m.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON FRA
TERNITY - Business meeting.
Temporary Classroom TC-16, 6
p.m.
ZETA TAU ALPHA SOROR
ITY - Regular meeting. Temporary
ClassrotMn TC - 006,5:30 p.m.
Monday, l.inu

Discussion:
Interracial Dating in the 1990s.

"TALK SOUP" •

Free soup & aackers served. Stu
dent Union Multicultural Center, 3
p.m. 4 p.m.

"Iptaginationfltjc"

...

TERNITY - Business meeting.
Temporary Classrown TC-16, 6
p.m.

"AN EVENING OF STUDENT
ONE-ACTS" - Laboratory The
ater, Cread^ Arts Bldg., Room
138, 8:15 p.m. Call ext. 5884 for
tickets.

ADULT RE-ENTRY SUPPORT
GROUP • Regular meeting.
Women's Resource & Adult ReEntry Center. Two meetings: 2p.m.
- 3 p.m., 6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

OPEN FORUM: Diversity at
CSUSB. Sponsored by University
Diversity Committee. Creative Arts
Recital Hall, 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Produced by Anthony Bruce Gilpin
for the Student Union Graphic Design Service,

FESTIVAL OF JAPANESE
ANIMATION - Student Union
Events Center,12 Noon and 8 p.m.
showings.Free

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP - Regular meeting.
Women's Resource & Adult ReEntry Center, 9 a.m. -10 a.m.

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
CELEBRATION - Student Union
Courtyard, 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP • Regular meeting.
Women's Resource & Adult ReEntry Center, 11 a.m. -12 Noon.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP - Regular
meeting.
Student
Union
Multicultural Center 5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION. Regular meeting. Pine
Room, Lower Commons, 6 p.m.

ZETA TAU ALPHA SORORITY - Regular meeting. TempoC
rary Classroom TC - 006, 5:30
p.m.

Frid. I V / I C L U U . I
"AN EVENING OF STUDENT
ONE-ACTS" - Laboratory The
ater, Creative Arts Bldg., Room
138, 8:15 p.m. Call ext. 5884 for
tickets.

fe.
MEN'S BASKETBALL:CSUSB
vs. CSU DOMINGUEZ HILLS Gymnasium, 7:30 p.m.
"AN EVENING OF STUDENT
ONE-ACTS" - Laboratory The
ater, Creative Arts Bldg., Room
138, 8:15 p.m. Call ext. 5884 for
tickets.
Sunday, I cbn

FRENCHTABLE CLUB - Regu
lar meeting. Pine Room, Lower
Commons, 12 Noon.
SPANISH TABLE CLUB - Regu
lar meeting. Student Union Senate
Chambers, 11 a.m.

ALPHA DELTA PI SORORITY
- Regular meeting. Eucalyptus
Room, Lower Commons, 7 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting. Univer
sity Hall, Room 249

SIGMA CHI - Chapter meeting.
Temporary Classroom TC 007, 4
p.m.

MEN'S B ASKETBALLrCSUSB
vs. UC RIVERSIDE - Gymna
sium, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, h-htu.i
ADULT RE-ENTRY SUP
PORT GROUP - Regular meet
ing. Women's Resource & Adult
Re-Entry Center. Two meetings:
2p.m. - 3 p.m., 6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
FUTURE TEACHERS CLUB Regular meeting. Sycamore
Room, Lower Commons, 6 p.m.

Satiirdav, i ob

AN AFTERNOON OF STU
DENT ONE-ACTS" - Laboratory
Theater, Creative Arts Bldg., Room
138,2 p.m. Call ext. 5884 for tick
ets.

Thursday lobtii

DELTA SIGMA PHIFRATERNITY - Weekly chapter meeting.
Eucalyptus Room, Lower Com
mons, 8 p.m.

SIGMA GAMMA PHI FRA
TERNITY - Weekly meeting.
Temporary Classroom TC - 16, 7
p.m.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON FRA-

SOCIOLOGY CLUB - Regular
meeting. Pine Room, Lower Com
mons, 6 p.m.
WOMEN'SEMPOWERMENT
GROUP - Regular meeting.
Women's Resource & Adult ReEntry Center, 9 a.m. -10 a.m.
Wednesdav, I ob

&

AFRICAN-AMERICAN
MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP Regular meeting. Student Union
Multicultural Center 5 p.m. - 6
p.m.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION. Regular meeting. Pine
Room, Lower Commons, 6 p.m.
WOMEN'SEMPOWERMENT
GROUP - Regular meeting.
Women's Resource & Adult ReEntry Center, 11 a.m. -12 Noon.
FRENCH TABLE CLUB Regular meeting. Pine Room,
Lower Commons, 12 Noon.
INTERNATIONAL
STU
DENTS ASSN. - Regular meet
ing. UnivCTsity Hall, Room 249

To place your campus event, club or fraternity/sorority meeting in the Calendar, send y^
copy to CALENDAR, do The Chronicle, University Haii 201.09, or ieave voice maii at (909)
880- 5931. Calendar announcements are FREE.
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Joe Coyote Returns: The Day California's
Student Voters Were Hibernating
By Brian Lees

the population as a whole.
"In other words, student voters must have
been asleep. They just did not get out and
Joe Coyote came back to us with a huge, vote, even though there were many issues at
slobbery yawn, well-rested from his long stake that could greatly affect their futures.
holiday hibernation.
"The poll also found that 33% of the
"Speaking of hibernation," Joe said with people who voted had annual household in
unusually bright eyes," That's exactly what comes exceeding $60,000, and nearly 85% of
Califomia's student voters did on November all voters had annual household incomes
8.
exceeding $20,000. Approximately 61% of
We were all shocked. What did he mean those who voted had attended college or had
by this? We did the best we could to get the college degrees.
word out toour students to vote on November
"Overall, voter turnout was moderate, as
8. What happened?
47% of those eligible to vote did so. That's
"Well, according toa field poll conducted a 6% increase over 1990.
by Mervin Field and Mark DiCamillo of the
"Nevertheless, this still does not look
Field Institute." Joe continued," C!alifomia very good in the students' case. There really
voters on November 8 were older, whiter, is absolutely no excuse for such a low voter
wealthier, more conservative, and better edu turnout. Wemustassumethattheyjustdon't
cated than the population as a whole.
care. It's sad, but true. But now they can't
"The demographic profile of voters in the complain because they have weakened their
1994 elections conuasts sharply with the own voices. They will only get what they
state's larger adult population and its citizen deserve."
adults who are eligible to vote. For example,
And with that, Joe left to try to bring back
43% of the people who voted this time were some more exciting national, state, and local
50 years of age or older, compared with 33% political news affecting students. Until next
in the general population. Conversely, only time, Joe hopes that everyone is enjoying the
14% of the voters on November 8 were ages new year and the new quarter.
18 to 30, compared with more than 25% in
Editor-in-chief

T a k 0 a HIKE!

A critical Commentary of the Latest
Doings on oiu* Fine University Campus
By Brian Leea
EdtorJn-chief

As the Fall quarter came toan end and the
new year of 1995 was ushered in, I reflected
on several things on our great campus that I
felt warranted a critical response. What I
have to say to those responsible for these
issues is short and sweet. Therefore, without
any further delay, I would like to say TAKE
A HIKE to...
1) The Student Union: What's the deal
with the advertisement for the Pyramid in
Long Beach and Long Beach State's basket
ball schedule on the Coca-Cola cups in the
pub? How come we don'thave any advertis
ing the Coussoulis Arena and our own teams?
WhyarewepatronizingLongBeach? Maybe
it's because we are tooembarrassed to admit
that we are acftially ashamed of our athletic
programs and all the money spent on a 5,000
seal arena that we will never fill. Neverthe
less, thanks to all the su^Jort from the Stu
dent Union, I can go sit under one of the
hundreds of leaks in the Pyramid and watch
the products of another athletics program no
one cares about.
2) The IRP funding committee: Since
we don't even support our athletic programs
here on this campus and we have toadvertise
those of other campuses, why did we vote for
an $18 fee increase per quarter ($54 per year)
to fund a program that we obviously don't
care about? While most IRP organizations
such as The Chronicle and Static Radio
watched their budgets get slashed, hundreds
of thousands of dollars were poured into
athletics and club sports. Why? So students
can watch mediocre teams for free while the
Student Union advertises Long Beach St and
Pyramid on Coca-Cola cups. Way to go,
people.
3) The university itself: Now I know
why I see all of those Coca-Cola cups and
machines all over the c^pus where I^psi
machines that sold Pepsi products used to
reside. Coca-Cola bought us off with a
$375,OCX) donation. Evidently, part of the
deal was to get rid of the Pepsi machines so
that Coca-Cola had no competition to tend
with. Never mind that some of us prefer
Pepsi products and our right to purchase
them on most parts of the campus has been
taken away. Money evidently speaks the
loudest on this campus. Gee, I wonder who
will buy us off next.
4)TRACS&ASI: Speaking of money,
it's almost been a year since TRACS was
introduced to our campus. TRACS has its
pluses and minuses, nodoubt, but the biggest
IM'oblem has been the elimination of printed
grade reports. I seem to recall current ASI
President Lou Monville and former ASI
Board member Stephanie HoggarH vowing
to do something about this last spring. As
usual, ASI talks a good talk with its "Rah!

RahlRah!" cheerleading tactics of "we're
here for you" and "get involved," but does
nothing about it. Actions speak louder than
words, and a small but significant portion of
the students (ASI's constituents) are angry
that they are no longer being serviced as they
would like to be. Please, ASI, get a clue.
5) The Career Development Center,
Part One: This is another organization that
has eliminated services that affect students.
Although many schools have kept placement
files for graduating students (San Diego St.
and San Jose St. kept placement files fco- my
parents for over 25 years), CSUSB's "Career
Development Center" (an oxymwon in it
self) eliminated them a few years ago be
cause of "money and space concerns" accordingtocoordinatorPaulEsposito. Where
is all the money that our campus receives
going? Instead of funneling so much of it into
administrative salaries, fancy art museums
that serve only as public relations for the
administration, and palaces for a mediocre
athletics program, why don't we spendmoney
cm something that concerns all students (ex
cept for those who don't want a job after
graduation)?
Jobs are tough to come by these days. I
have a bachelor's degree in economics with
aminor in psychology, but I'm back in school
because of the difficulty in finding a decent
job. Reference letters, awards, scholarship
information, and campus achievements are
important items that employers rely on when
hiring college graduates. Without a place
ment file to contain these items, what are
students supposed to do? Many professors
won't write letters for students if there is no
confidentiality, which a placement file pro
vides. C'mon, Career Development Center,
stop looting your own horn telling us how
great you are in supporting students, and
actually do something for a change.

6) The Career Development Center,
Part Two: Maybe some money and space
for placement files could come from revising
the campus recruitment policies. Esposito
also says that "companies are extremely sup
portive" ofCSUSB students and alumni and
are interested in meeting their hiring needs
from the pool of students at this campus.
Unless you went to college for 4,5,6, or even
more years to get ajob selling knives door-todoor (Vector Marketing Corp.), managing a
men's clothing section (JC Penney), selling
refrigerators on commission only (Circuit
City), or helping people try on shoes (Lady
Footlocker), the Career Development Center
is NOT the place for you. In fact, the compa
nies that actually recruit at the Clareer Devel
opment Center are often joked about in the
classes of a few economics professors on this
campus.
One decent organization the Career De
velopment Center actually hadlast spring was

See HIKE, Page 7

Clarification

Here is an explanation for the ad from the
Christian faculty and staff that appeared in
the last issue of The Chronicle:
In the last issue of the Chronicle for fall
quarter, a full-page ad appeared on the back
cover. Thead had strong religious orientation
and featured the names of faculty and staff
with that same religious orientation, but
failed to name a sponsor or indicate that it
was a paid ad. This ad was paid for by the
Christian faculty and staff from the CSUSB

campus whose names were featured in the ad
and does not imply an endorsement by all or
anyof77i£ Chronicle sxsdl. Theommisionof
a sponsoring group was due to an oversight
by the staff member who compiled the ad to i
make it copy ready, and who was not part of ^
The Chronicle staff. The Christian faculty^
and staff would like to apologize for any;
misunderstanding in the CSUSB community!
and will strive to ensure that such an error |
does not occur again.
i

/
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Readers speak out about controversial last page in last issue
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to express my concem about
the last page of The Chronicle in the Decem
ber 7,1994 issue. On this page, which is not
labeled as an advertisement, a full-page mes
sage is offered by a long list of campus
personnel, all of whom list their campus
office afniiations.
This gives the i^pearance of official sanc
tion for what is, in essence, an appeal to
readers to consider embracing one particular
religion. While a commitment to diversity
certainly allows for people of all religions, as
well as atheists and agnostics, to express their
views, I am deeply concerned about the ap
pearance of official sanction that this particu
lar page gives.
The scientific illogic of the piece troubles
me. But a university is a place for the ex
change of ideas, and that sort of illogic can be
addressed. What is injq)prq5riate, it seems to
me, is fw the piece to ^pear without any
indication that it is not an official message
from the University and/ or The Chronicle .
The acceptable way for this to be offered
would be to label it clearly as an advertise
ment and to remove the affiliations from
people's names. If they wish to include
affiliations, they could specify that they are
for "purposes of identification only" and do
not imply an official position of any campus
office.
If the signers are not convinced, let me
suggest that they put themselves in the shoes
of someone who follows another religion,
say IslamorJudaism. JewsandMuslimsalso
believe that there is "divine design" involved
in the fact of life in the universe,but thatdoes
not lead them to conclude they should give up
their own religions in favor of that of somecme in the Career Development Center, Na
tional Security Studies, or Public Affairs.
Instead, they will simply see that they are
surrounded, in Housing, Advanced Studies,
Student Affairs, the Learning Center, etc., by
people who think they should NOT continue
to follow the religion in which they were
raised or which they have chosen.
How can this help the functioning of the
university and the acceptance of diversity?
I suggest that you give additional thought
to the appropriate labeling of proselytizing
messages and follow the guidelines given
above. Thatwouldmakeitclearthatproselytizing is an UNOFFICIAL activity which is
neither hindered nor encouraged by the Uni
versity or The Chronicle.
^cerely,
Ellen Gnienbaum, Acting Dean of Social
and Behavioral Sciences

We received several letters concerning
this issue. We would truly like to apologize
to anyone who may have been offended by
this ad. However, please see the clarifica
tion and our staff box on page 3 of this
issue for an explanation of both the ad and
our advertising policy.
The Chronicle would certainly never
endorse or officially sanction any religious
activity on or off this campus. Neverthe
less we recognize the fundamental rights of
all organizations, including those of a
religious nature, to advertise in our
publication. Thank you.

Dear Chronicle:
On the back page of the December 7,
1994 issue was a full page ad placed by 32
members of the CSUSB faculty, staff, and
administration stating their beliefs in
Christianity. While I do not have a iH-oblem
with the placement of such an ad (it is our
constitutional right to do so) I do question
their use of astronomical "facts" to support
their beliefs. The unfortunate truth regaiding
these "facts" is that they are either out rightly
incorrect or highly misleading, particularly
to those without any background in
astronomy. The following are some of their
"facts" and my response to each.
"Did You Know:
Only one in one hundred galaxies has a
supernova event that would support life?"
Astronomers observe supernovas (the
explosion of a massive star that almost
completely destroys it) in all types of galaxies.
But they are somewhat rare events, occurring
about once every hundred years in any
particular galaxy. But how is a supernova
supposed to support life? That I do not
understand. The radiation from a supernova
is sufficient to destroy all life within a radius
ofabout301ight-yearsoftheevent. Supernova
do produce heavy elements necessary for
life, but that has been going on for a long time
in the universe, in all its galaxies. This
statement, as given, simply makes no sense.
"Only one in one thousand stars has a
mass that would support a life-bearing
planet?"
Astronomers estimate that about 50% of
allstarshaveplanetarvsysiemsbutonly 10%
have a mass that will provide a suitable
amount of light to support life-bearing planets.
That is one in every ten stars, not one in every
thousand. They are off by a factor of 100!
•Only one in one thousand planets is the
apfx'opriate distance from theirstars to suppot
lifer'

This statement implies that such distances
have been measured when, in fact, they have
not. Astronomers are as yet unable to image
planets around other stars; we have only our
own solar system of 9 planets from which to
learn. Models ofplanetaryfcxmation, though,
stiXHigly arguein favcxof Earth-likedistances
from their star.
"In fact, according to astrophysicist Dr.
Hugh Ross, there is less than one chance in a
quintillion (a one with 18 zeros after it, or
1,000,000,000,000,000,000) that a lifesui^rting planet should be found anywhere
in the universe."
I have several comments about this. Dr.
Hugh Ross is being held upto us as some sort
of authority in this matter. But is he really
and can we believe his numbers? My ixx)blem
is that I can not ask Dr. Ross about this
because I can not find him listed in any
directory of astrophysicists, and there are not
many ofus in the world! I teach my students
to always question theauthoritative response,
one which always asks us to accept a "fact"
without any critical analysis.
The number given by Dr. Ross, though,is
intriguing. With one in ten stars in our galaxy
capable of having and supporting a lifebearing planet, and knowing there are,
conservatively, 1(X) billionstars in our galaxy,
then there must be 10 billion life-supporting
planets in our galaxy. But astronomers also
know that there are about 100 billion
observable galaxies in the universe, and we
likely are seeing only a small fraction of the
universe with our l^ge telescopes. These
numbers suggest that there ar£ 1,000 billion
billion life-supporting planets in the
observable universe (thatis 1 with21 zeroes).
Using Dr. Ross* rather arbitrary odds of one
chance in a quintillion leads to a result of
1,000life-supporting planets in the observable
universe. I personally enjoy that which
numbers can teach us and I am amused by the

factthatDr.Ross' own number(which ^^)ears
contrived and attempts tomake life impossible
elsewhere) does not even support his
conclusion!
I would further like to hear from Dr.
Ross, or anyone else for that matter, why it is
that our galaxy's 10 billion planets that are
enable of supporting life are not doing just
that, supporting life. What is it. Dr. Ross, that
makes this such an impossibility for you?
The existence of lifeon other planets certainly
does not demean or diminish the importance
of life on Earth. It is by the very structure of
life that all life forms are bound to be unique,
elsewhere as they are here.
The sui^rters of the ad state "We believe
that life is not by chance, but by divine
design." If this is the case, then they really
have no need whatsoever for statistics to
support their case. They have a right to their
beliefs; I believe in, support, and defend that
right. However, I am equally aware of the
multitude of cultures that have develc^d
over time on Earth and their many varied
beliefs in their own godsand spiritual leaders.
Certainly those people have an equal right to
theirbeliefs. Theattempt to use astronomical
"facts" to justify only one belief is to suggest
that the entire universe is proprietary to that
one belief, at theexclusion of all otherbeliefs.
I would like to suggest that the universe is
here for the entirety of all those creatures who
inhabitit, whether onEarth or elsewhere. Let
us rejoice in our continuing ability to
comprehend it and share with eachother the
community it provides us all.
Sincerely,
Dr. Leo Connolly, Astronomer
Professor and chair, DepL of Physics
Instructor for PHYS 103 and NSCI302

Evolution versus Creation: The Debate Continues
concept that all lifestructures arose by purely
To Whom It May Concem:
I am a graduate student in Education, randcxn mechanistic processes. At any rate,
and I am concerned about an attitude I challenged Dr. Polcyn to a creation-versusexpressed by Dr. David Polcyn, a professor evolulion debate with a qualified scientist
in biology here. Dr. Polcyn wrote an article who held the theory of special creation. It
that £^peared in the San Bernardino Sun was my plan to contact the Institute for
newsp^r in 1990 in which he tried to Creation Research in El Cajon, California, to
discredit those who believe in the theory of arrange for a scientist to debate with Dr.
special creation as an explanation for the Polcyn. Dr. Polcyn agreed to the debate but
CMigins of the universe and of life. He wrote said that there were others in the area,
that the theory of creation is "based entirely fffofessors at Cal Stale and UC Riverside,
on faith, not facts." He added it is a religious who could better represent the evolution side.
belief "without a trace of scientific He said that if he was not able to get anyone
credibility." Dr. Polcyn implied in thearticle else, he would participate himself in the
and stated outright in some phone debate. After mae than 2 and a half years.
conversations I had with him, that ^1 true Dr. Polcyn was unable to find one person
willing to represent evolution in this debate,
scientists believe in evolution.
I acknowledge that the majority of and to top it off, he changed his mind and
scientists today accept the theory of evolution decided to be involved himself.
This leads me to ask some questions.
as the explanation for origins. However,
there is a significant and growing number of Isn't science supposed tobe open toopposing
scientists who now think that the factual interpretations and theorieseven though they
evidence we have better fits a creation model are not tiiose of the majority? Why was Dr.
than it does an evolutionary model. The idea Polcyn willing to write an article for the city
that an intelligent designer had a hand in the newsp^r putting down a certain viewpoint
creating of life forms is gaining against the and yet at the same time unwilling to try to

arrange a debate on the campus if someone is
willing to represent the evolution side.
Sincerely,
Floyd Noble
Student

After a telephone conversation with Dr.
Polcyn on January 18,1995, we were
informed that although the majority of the
contents in this letter are factual, they only
present one side of the story. Although the
relevance of this letter is questionable, Dr.
Polcyn suggested that we print it anyway in
order to guarantee complete fairness in
this issue. Dr. Polcyn has agreed to
provide a response to this letter at a later
time during this quarter, and has also
volunteered to provide further background
information regarding his views on this
issue. Thank you.
- The Editor
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More Commentary
John got blown away by a rifle : Family gatherings Heckler style
Have you ever been lo a
family gatbering at Cbristoias and
not seen your relative fight like a
Don King promotion? I don't
knoiv but it seems like at least for
me,
a
family
gatbering is like this.
HwWw
My family wUl
meet for at least five
occasicms as a group, which is too
many if you ask me or maybe
them. TTiey meet on Thanksgiving
or Easter, Christmas, a marriage
or a funeral. Usually Christmas is
a sure bet while you can't always
count on Thanksgiving, Easter or
someone dying as a good excuse
for aget together, because it would
mean they would have tosee each
other again as a group. Otherwise
they meet separately, if they meet
at 2dl. It seems to me that they are
five different people with families
who would not be friends if they
weren't related. Hell, I think that
some of them aren't friends
anyway but just share die same
space, five hours a year.
Usually, one of these
gatherings starts with everybody
being at least civil to each other
asking those open-ended
questions like, "How's work"
going on between the parents and
children invading the bedroom of
the kid with the toys. The parents
then divide into two groups of
men and women. The men all
gather together and talk about how
crummy theirjobs are. The women
also get together around the
official conference room, the
kitchen. This is where the fun
begins because in the coiu^se of
these discussions somebody's
feelings (female term) will get
hurt and will set the stage for the
fireworks yet to come.
SocHi the meal is ready and at
least at my house we took a variety
of positions, either buffet style or
banquet style. Buffet style is my
favorite, only because it is so nonconfrcmtational. Basically you get
your food and go back to your
group. Banquet style is a little
more tricky because one family
member must be in complete
charge of the situation and
determine how the others should
(Xganize their food. That person
is then told diplomatically to shut
up and then someone else takes
over. The only thing different
thing from dinner and Congress is
that leadership is finally thrust
upon the person everybody likes
as feelings bubble over.
Afterwards, during the
Christmas get-together is the
opening of the presents, which is
another q)poitunity for the family
power trip. The kids at least rule
this (xie because they run for the
tree and grab (xie of the presents
maikedfcw them. The rule of every
kid opening one present at a time

cheapy toys or candy that seem to
transfer from family to family
everyyear, although I can'tprove it.
Near the end of the gatbering is
the official family photos. This is
when a family members decides
that it might actually be fun to get
all of the rest of the family, who by

cuts zero ice here and eventually
the children haveat it to the chagrin
of the self-appointed leader. When
it becomes the parents turn and
they open their pscsents, usually
addressed to family and smile that
politician grin at what they got. As
arule, children and parents receive

now would like nothing more than
to go hcxne to get away from all of
this, to take the family picture. The
amazing thing is that at every
gathering there is at least five
different pictures, just like at Olan
MiUs.
That's just about the time that

a few of the combatants say
goodbye. The rest seem to linger
and talk amongst cHie another about
how rude the departed one was.
Then they leave and beccxne the
topic of conversation.
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Graduate School of Psychology and Psychoanalysis andMFT

Administrative Office
IIOOGlendonAve., Roor11
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(310) 208-4240

MA and PhD Programs in Psycholpgy
— and Marriage & Family Therapy

Orange County Facility
1122 E. Lincoln Ave. B-200
Orar^e, CA 9266S

(714) 637-5404

CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, California Education Code 94310B.
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure in California,
in addition to the degree programs, CGI offers the following Certificate Programs:
- The Treatmentof
Chemical Dependency

2«0^;00pni

2PCt«e0pm
seo^eopm

- The Treatment of Peipetrators
& Victims of Violer)ce

- Behavioral Medicine

- Psychoanalysis

Classes held in West Los Angeles and Orange (OC)

Human Analomyand Physiology

T.Oeson, PhD

Dream Analysis II

D.aiHcrd.MD

g

9<X)-12.-00n

DevelopmertdlheP«soo

IDOL:OOpm

SchizophceniaaPsycholkStales

D. Roien, PhD
L. Hedges, PhD

SD04-J0pm

CroupProcessaTechnique

D.Fehr.PhD

(OC)

5<!0.fllXpm

Qinical Hypnosis

K.Kand.PhD

(OC)

PsychoanalyllcPsychothaapy

eaea,DSW/aadxMD

5eO-8:OOptn

Narclssisllc Disorders: Shame

D.CIiHotd, MD

5A0-6:00pin

Guided Imagery

C. Oliver, PhD

StUO-kiOOpm

Comprehensive Exam Review

CoraPacuUy

BMeedback Ttwrapy

T.OIesoaPhD

8J0-10O0«m

Croup Process a Technique

D. Fehr. PhD

MFTPtadicum I-III

(LGoltra. PhD

]0:00-l<l0pm

MFTPracticum I-III

R. Coltra. PhD

(OQ

Advanced Human Sexuality

N. Pike. MSW

N.Pike, MSW

(OQ

seoeeopin
seoeeopm
SeMOOpm

(OC)

«e0.7:30pm

Croup Process & Technique

]. Packer, PhD

Croup Process it Technique

R. Phillips, PhD

IOO-llKK)pm

Physiological Psychology

T.OIesoaPhD

SeO-ItrOOpm

Clinical PtacUcum I-V1

R. Phiilipi^ PhD

(OC)

9:XI-1IKI0am

Croup Process & Technique

D.Fehr.PhD

(OC)

530-7<)0pm

ieO-ZdX)pm

Advanced Psychological Assessment

A. Pandsky, PhD

2dXk{l:OOpm

Proposal Research 111

R. Hunter, PhD

2:00^K>0ptn

Professlotul Issues, Elhics&Laws

M. Cerson. PhD

3:30-5:00pm

Croup Process & Technique

SiKMAOptn

TheOin.ftaciiaeolPsydi.inaMedicalMbrid

D. Fehr. PhD
•.Diamond, MD

SiKI4D0pm

Proposal Research II

L. Weisbender, PhD

SdXk^.OOpm

Learning a Cognition

R. Hunter, PhD

OC

5M)-S£IOpm

Primitive Mental Stales

D.QiHord.MD

Diagr>osis&DirecLin Adult Psychopath.

R-Cdtra.PhD

5^)0-ltt)ptn

TheHolocausiaSchindler'slJsl

8. Schwartz-Lee. PhD

S:lS4H5pa<

Croup Procese &Technique

M. Kovcn, PhD

tOO-11K>Opm

ResearchMethods&Analyslsll

R. Huntv, PhD

tAO-IIKIOpm

Technique d the Inl Hal Consultatton

LSifvctton. PhD

CeriatricP^chopathology

J.MayhalS,PM>

8D0-IIdX)pm

Ot^ect RdaUonsTheoiyl

W.Riddes, MD
J.Pscker.PhD

l:3(k3:00pm

Croup Process & Technique

2iXhS:00pm

Human S«ruallly

A.Taylor,PhD

SiKkStOOpm

Advanced Qinlcat Hypnosis

T. Moss, PhD

IMkStOOpm

Learning a Cognition

R.Hunier,PhD

ZtOO^dWpm

P^chdogy d Women

D.PlalLPhD

3iO(M:30pm

CroupProcessaTechnique

J.Packer.PhD

StOO-CtOOpm

Proposal Research Mil

R- Hunter, PhD

5tfl4flOpin

Suiddc aCrisis [ntetvecUlon

M.Pecfc.PhD

530(k«i)0pm

Self Psychology n

L.SuperslHiwPhD

StOMsOOpm

taweslnFam.f^ychopMh.aPq"dwlhmpy

K.Kcpp,niD

StCNMiXIpm

P^chopathologya FamilyDyiumk*

S. Harris, PhD

SiKMilOpin

Psychoanalytic Psychother^y

D. PlalL^D

SDMMIpm

Advanced Human Seeualily

A.Taylor, PhD

Human Sexuality

M 11:00-)2-J0pm

Croup Processa Technique

J. Packer. PhD

U ]lX)-4<IOpm

Psrd>ological Assessment n

S. Harris. PhD

Weekend Special Classes & Seminars

(OC)

•/27.2i

(OQ

The Family a Chemical Dependency

K. Kepp, PhD

9/14-17

10/I4-1S
10/28-29

Fri 6:00-lliX)pm
Sal 9:00-6:()0pm

ainlcaJ AaaeMmenl, TreatmenL
Outcome* a Managed Care

L Singer, PhD

9/17-19

Sal 9dX14:00pm
Sun ISXl^iWpm

Reeeacch Methods lor MFTs

R. Huftier, PhD

9/24-S

Sal 9034£Opm
Sun 9M>-2:00pm

Clinical Dedslon Making

L Silvcrlon, PhD

Sat ItOIMtOOpm
Sun9Mkb:OOpm

Conlemponty Usues In PsychoneuroImmundogy

T. OleKin, PhD

Sal lAX^llOpm
Sun9AV6d)0pm

Psychotherapy with VicUmsa
Perpetnton d VIdcnce

ia8-9

Sal 91KL4A0pm Sun ^dn-UIOpm

Prdeaalorul Skills in Private Practice

M.KovetvPhD
R.Cdtn, PhD
C.Lord, MA
D. Crausman, PhD

10/9-9

Sat l:0(i:«:00pm
Sun 9d)0-2il0pm

Eating Disorders: An Ot^ect Relations
Pcrapectivc

S. Krevojr, PhD
M.Cerson, PhD

lQ/1-3

(OQ

ia/15-u

Sal 9«k4:00pm
Sun 9:(IO-2:OOpm

(OC)

IV15-U

Sat 9«fr4i)0pin
Sun9:(IO-2aOOpm

IhePrcjecUvc U*edMdher-and-Chl!d
Drawings

J.Qllcsplc.PhD

lom

Sal l:3(l^:00pm

Naidasism and Intimacy

M. Solomon, PhD

1^22.^

Sal SDIMOOpm
Sun 9:00-2:(>l^>fn

The Psychoeitaiytlc Understartding d
the Parairdd Process

A. Paiuflan, PhD

1«/2940

Sat 9:0(MlMpm
Sun 90>-23l)O|Ma

Psychologkal Assessment IV: LA

USItvcrlcn. PhD

Sal lAVSMpm
Sun 9<X)-6i)0pm

Drug Use a Abuse

R. Coltra, PhD

Prl 6:00-IlAlpm
Sal. 9iX34<IOpm

Asserllvcncsa In the Qinlcal Selling

l_ Singer, ntD

(OC)
(OC)

Psychopharmacdogy

D. Diamond, MD

1V54

S. Wimer, PhD

8]0(^Il.'00pm

OInical Prtctlcum III

R.Crucncr,MD

11/11-12

iKlksdChangeinFamily Therapy

K.Kcpp,PhD
D.RoweaJD

SMLllKIOpm

BddgeBctweenPedagogyaPATfNtml

R. Eksielct, PhD

9t(NhlO:30aai

Croi^ Process a Technl^K

R. Phillips, PhO

lldlO-^OOpm

Sodal Psychdogy

M. Karlovac, PhD

tld)0-2d)0pai

Conjdni Therapy

L.Singer, PhO

10/29-30
12/3-4

CNId Abuse Asaemmenl a Reporting

Industrial/Organlzaliottal Psychology

OiHdAbuaeaDomcatlcMdence

D. Rceen,PhD
W.Ooke

Sat llX>-6:00pm
Sun 9:00-6d)0pm'

5:0(141Klpin

kfNhllAHpm

The Paychopathology d Romarrce

10/8-9
10/22-23

)1V14
(OC)

Sac 9<KL6«0pm
Sun IOO(|.3130pm

9/10-11

SdXMiWpm

•d)0-l)300p«

(OQ

WEST LOS ANGELES
(OC)

SlK^OOpcn

(:0(LlI:00pea

%

Q 1000-lKX)pm

(OC)

11/12-13

12/10-11

ORANGE

(OC)
(OC)

9/17-10
9/17-10

Social Psychdogy

11^

10/29-M

Sal lil0-6d)0pm
Sun 9:0l>-4:00pm

Udng Meditation a HdlsllcTedwique*
in Psychotherapy

D. Plait, PhD

9/24-25

10/29-30

tlA-4

Sat l«l4d)tem
Sun 9:0(L4:OOpm

Forensks Practlcum: Treatment d
Victims a Peqtelralon d14dence

LStnso,P

IVX-l

10/0-9
10/22-23

Sal 103«dXlpm
Sun 9d)0-6i00pm

Psychopaihdogya Psychdherapy with
the Pcr^ratorsd Violence

R.Gdln,PhD

10/1-2

I0/I-9
10/22-23

Sal 1t004:00pm
Sun 9A>-43)0pm

Introduction to Behavioral Medldnc

ICMKLeay.PhD

ll/S-4

11/12-13
12/10-11

Sal 1:00-4Mlpm
Sun 9;0CL6«(^m

CMId Abuse attd Domestic VIdcnce

D. Row«n,p

11/19-20
12/3-4

Sal lAMAOpm
Sun 9:0(L6D0pm

introduction to Mediation and the Basks
In Family Law

L Saraso, ]D

Sal I:0(l-6/)Opm
Sun 9:00-6:00pm

PracticumrChemica! Dependettcy
Treatment

K.Kq>p,PhO

30O-(:3Opm

Group Procesa a Technique

9/24-2S

5:0(L6dOpm

Croup Procesa a Technique

M. Kovcn, PhO

SiKkktOOpm

Qinlcal Practicum I

L. Weisbender, PhD

$i)04iMpm

aicdcal Practicum II

L. Singer, PhD

SiNVktOOpm

P^idwlogkal Aasessmotl H

K. Cross. PhD

StOIMtOOpm

Dlagnosisa DIrecLin Adult Psychopath.

R.<2dtra, PhD

StOO-StOOpm

Ibctlcs d Change in Family Therapy

D. Rcnven, ]D

StOO-ktOOpm

P^chdoglcal Assessment 111

L.Silverlort, PhD

6304t00pm

Croup Processa Technique

•:0(k1]dX>pm

Proposal Research 1

M. Kov«, PhD
M. Karlovac. PhO

11/12-13
i2ao-n

^ychopathdogy a Family Dynamks

D. Cooper-8yram, PhD
J. Delchamps, MD

•dX>-lld»p«

Psychopethckogyll

M. Cerson, PhO

N. Pike, MSW

Frt OOl-llA^

9/23 «(2S

K. Cross, PhD
M. Kovcn, PhD

OInkal Case Conference 5

Psydroiheiwy with theChemically
Dependent Patient

Sun9dlM:00pm

Sun90a4:00pm

L. Singer,PhD

Psychdoglcal Assessment I

kdlKVlldlOpm

Sal lOkdtOOpm

n/ioa2o

Coptitive-Cdtavloral Therapy

2M)41Xlpm

<lKI-IlM)p«

10/21a23

Introdudion lo Adiedan Psychotherapy

S. Harrik PhD

2d)0^dMpm

(OQ

10/15-14
11/19-20

D.May(MH,PhO

Sal lA>-63CIOpm
Sun 9i)l3400pm
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Dareer Development Center offers many new services
to help CSUSB students In their job searches
>ublic Service Announcement

CalifomiaStateUniversity - San
emardino is now one of 150 select
Dlleges across the U.S. offering
ce, practical materials on career
iioices and job-hunting.
The "Career Choices Center"
laterial, available in the Career
•evelopment Center, include six

booklets containing up-to-date
career descriptions within fields of
study, salary information, insights
from successfully employed
individuals, tips for the job search,
and hundreds of further references
and resources for students to coptact.
The materials were developed in
cooperation
with
Career
Counselors, students,
and
industries,
including
the

The Job Company more than a
esume bank: top ten candidates
)n employers desks in hours
ubiic Service Announcement

Businesses "Tap Into' New
resume Database
Containing Thousands Of ApTicants
Offered By
California State University, San
•emardino
Described by Patricia Rodgers
k)rdon, director of California State
Iniversity's Career Development
lenter, as 'fast, easy and efficient;
.'s employment technology at its
est." - This new electronic service
vailable through Cal State, offers
lie ability to electronically screen
nd select potential employers from
mong thousands of candidates in
He database and delivered within
•8 hours.
Big companies and agencies
iow use electronic scanners in
oeening candidates for jobs. In

major corporations, the computers
scan them as electronic files. THE
JOB COMPANY is taking this tech
nology to small and medium sized
companies.
Details about the new electronic
resume delivery system are avail
able now to students and alumni.
For mere information, students can
stop by the Career Development
Center. The Career Development
Center's office hours are 8 am to 7
pm Monday through Thursday and
8 am to 4 pm on Fridays.
Students need to be sure to mark
CSUSB in the upper left hand cor
ner of their resume.
This service is available to stu
dents and alumni simply by drop
ping off their resume at CSUSB'S
CAREER DEVELOPMENT CEN
TER located in University Hall,
Room 329. If you have any ques
tions, please call THE JOB COM
PANY at (800) 562-6385.

Please recycle your Chronicle
when you are done reading it
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COPIES
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government and nonprofit sectors.
The six Career bwklets are:
• General Career Guide
• Marketing
•Money & Finance
•Canmuruaokxis&EntaiaiiiDient
•Public Service
•Off The Beaten Path
Each booklet also provides
students with a free mail-in offer to
receive "Where the Jobs Are", a

current listing of the top 500 sales
and growth companies across the
United States, along with personnel
contact names, addresses, and phone
numbers for serKling resumes at each
company. The list is arranged
geographically by region for
students selection, and includes a
"tips letter" on how to better
understand which company or
organization is ideal for students.

and how best to "get in" for an
interview.
These materials are provided
free to our campus as a public
services by American Honda Motor
Company and Discover Card
Services, as a supplement to the
already-existing resources jxovided
by the Career Develc^mentCenter,
located at UK - 329.

Community Counseling Center offers
counseling to CSUSB students
Public Service Announcement
courteey of Dr. David Chavez

Counseling services for per
sonal and emotional problems are
available through the Community
Counseling Center. The Commu
nity Counseling Center is staffed
by faculty and graduate students in
the Psychology Department at Cali
fornia State University, San Ber
nardino. Individuals experiencing
problems in relationships, feeling
anxious or depressed, or seeking
help with personal problems can
receive confidential counseling
from the Center, which is located
on campus.

You or others you know who Chavez will refer such clients to
may be interested in speaking with other agencies who can better help
a counselor can call the Commu them.
Clients meet with their indi
nity Counseling Center at (909) 880vidual
counselor for 50-minute ses
5569 to obtain further information.
Dr. Chavez, the Director of the sions once a week. The length of
Center, will return the call and counseling is not limited; clients
schedule an initialappointment. He may begin on October 1 and con
will match prospective clients with tinue until June 15 when the Center
counsel(xs who can best meet their closes for summer. Services are
provided for a flat fee of $10.00per^
need.
j
The Center has openings for session. All counseling sessions
individual adult clients--child are strictly confldential.
For furtherinformation, phone:
therapy and pouple counseling is
usually not amiable. The Coun CSUSB Community Counseling
seling Center does not provide ser Center, (909) 880-5569.
vices for persons who are suicidal
or alcohol/drug 4et)endent. Dr.

Applications available for state fellowships
Public Service Announcement

The programs are open to any
one who has graduated fixxn col
State Senator Bill Leonard (R- lege by June of 1995. Eighteen
Upland, 31st District) today an Senate associate positions and 12
nounced the availability of applica executive fellowships are awarded
tions for the 1995-96 California in May following an initial screen
State Senate Associate Program and ing of ^plications and an interview
the 1995-96 Califomia Executive process. Associates and fellows
Fellow Program.
begin work in September. Senate
"Both programs allow people associates become full-time Senate
to learn fust-hand ^ut state gov staff members and work in a
ernment and the legislative process. Senator'scapitol office. Executive
No matter what your career goals, fellows are assigned to a state
you can benefit from the work ex agency or department.
perience, knowledge and contacts
Both Senate associates and Ex
theseprograms offer,"Letmard said. ecutive fellows are paid a stipend of

$1,650permonth and receive medi
cal and dental benefits. They par
ticipate in academic seminars with
legislators, journalists, lobbyists,
and other government officials, and
receive 12 graduate credits from
the Califomia State University,
Sacramento.
The deadline for applications to
the Senate program is February 15,
1995 and for the Executive pro
gram thedeadline is March 1,1995.
Applications are available from
Senator Leonard's District Office
which can be reached toll-free at 1800-404-3131.

E-Mail advising now available for
students at Cal State San Bernardino
By Ray Navarro, Jr.
Special to the Chronicle

David S. Crockett describes
academic advising as "a develop
mental process which assists stu
dents in the clarification of their
life/career goalsand in thedevelop
ment of educational plans for the
realization of these goals...a deci
sion-making process...(which is)
ongoing, multifaceted, and the re
sponsibility of both the student and
advisor. The advisor serves as a
facilitates of communication, a co
ordinator of learning experiences

through course and career planning
and academic progress review, and
an agent of referral toother campus
agencies as necessary."
In an effort to facilitate commu
nication between the advisor and
the student. Undergraduate Studies
and the Office of Advising, Aca
demic Services and Testing are of
fering E-Mail advising for CSUSB
students. Those who have access to
Internet,
may
call
askcsusb@wiley.csusb.edu. or,
"askcsusb" from a campus com
puter and ask questions related to

academic requirements, regula
tions, processes, or advising issues.
Faculty, staff, and community may
also c^ and request infonnation
from "askcsusb". Under the super
vision of Raymond Navarro Jr.,
Director of Advising, Academic
Services and Testing, responses will
be forwarded to the person request
ing information within 24 hours.
For more information about
"askcsusb", youmaycall(909)8805034 or send an E-Mail.
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"What Do Women Want": a
panel discussion of women's
issues of the Nineties
Kamptner, professorofPsychoIogy
atCSUSB, spoke on her experience
Copyaditof
with analyzing the campus child
care facilities, including two task
"It's not just a woman's issue.
forces sanctioned by the Senate.
It'snotjustafaculty, staff, or student
She prcsented the current campus
issue... it'seveiyone's issue,"stated
situation, in that since its opening in
Jenny Zom, assistant professor of
1980, the Child Care Center's
Geogr^hy at CSUSB.
maximum enrollment for children
Zom was one of five faculty on
has not increased from40openings.
hand to discuss several women's
Alale 1980 school policy was cited
issues Wednesday , January 18th,
in which no parent can be denied an
inapanel called,"What Do Women
education due to lack of adequate
Want?" The panel was second in a
child care. Less than 2% of the
series of lectures and discussicxis
need for on>campus child care is
(HI women's issues entitled,"The
met by the Center's 40 openings.
Brown Bag Lunch Lecture Series."
Professor Zom then stated that
The series, sponsored by the
there has been administrative talk
Women's Studies Program and the
of a single acre on CSUSB property
Women's Resource and Adult Rethat could possibly be used for a
Enlry Center, was created for the
new Child Care Center. The center
puiposeof generating"change," and
would serve the campus in two
est^lishing "progressiveness in the
ways, in which children could
policies of the California State
participate in the observations and
University system," according to
practicums for students, and also in
SusanMeisenhelder, moderatorfor
serving better the needs of parents
Wednesday's panel and professor
on campus.
of English at Cal State.
Craig Henderson brought to the
Another panelist, Laura
panel another angle on campus
By Audra D. Alaxandar

lntroducing...AQK

HIKE

By Shannon Burnt

Continued from Page 3

Chronicle Steff

There's a new Greek organiza
tion on campus called Alpha Omega
K^pa. It was formed to " better
serve the needs of the students with
a focus on parenting." Their goals
i^ill be geared toward helping out
the parents and non parents with
time management, study sessions
with child care provided, co-op meal
planning and serving,etc. They also
hope to have some professional
speakers visit the campus.
As a single parent, 1 am very
interested in this fraternity. Not only
do I hope to learn quite a bit, 1 also
am looking forward to once again
having asocial life! JeaneSchulle,
the co-founder, assures me that be
ing amemberis not going to take up
time; it wDl actually help free up
more timein abusy person's sched
ule.
Alpha Kappa Omega will be
rushing in the first two weeks of
February and is planning many
wonderful events . These events
will be free unless otherwise indi
ct and of course the children are
welcome.
Jeane Schulte would like to for
mally invite everyone and anyone
to "become a founding memb^'
For more information call Jeane
81(909)798-0600.

theUnitedParcel Service. Although
1came to three of these"seminars,"
leaving my name, number, and ad
dress with recruiter TherAnr Garcia,
1 was never contacted, and each
time 1 was told they were "backlogged right now." Well, they've
been "backlogged" for 8 months
now. Gee, if the services they pro
vide are this "backlogged," it's no
wcmder that so many pe(^le now
use FedEx, instead of UPS. So tell
me, Mr. Esposito, is this what you
call "extremelysupportive"ofcampus students and alumni?
7) The Physical Plant: Thank
you for reminding me to retum my
keys by sending a notice through

the mail with my social security
number printed on the OUTSIDE.
Never mind that this is iV/egfl/. This
campus already violates the law by
asking for people's social security
numbers upon entrance to the uni
versity. According to the Federal
Government, the Internal Revenue
Service, Social Security, the mili
tary, and your employer are the
only entities thatcan /ega/Zy ask for
your social security number. But
I'm more worried about having
some scam artist or undcxnimented
immigrant find some unsanctioned
uses for my social security number.
Well, if this h^pens, at least I'll
know who to blame.

8) People who follow me

issues by presenting the lack of deal with problems from parental
benefits given todomestic partners. leave procedures just one week
Due to the law that slates couples of befwe the due date of her child.
the same sex cannotofficiallymarry, After having a difficult delivery
homosexuals on (Zal S tate campuses and first months of motherhood,
cannot provide their parmers the Dickson was still battling the
same benefits as married persons. administration about benefits,
Coiporations such as Levi Strauss tenure, and class assignment time
and Hilton, and universities like for the coming quarter.
Harvard and Columbia have
Joan Fryxell, associate pxifessor
domestic partner benefit programs, of Geological Sciences, brought up
but negotiations for such benefits one possible solution for new and
on Califomia State campuses are soon-to-be parents on campus.
far from this stage.
Fryxell suggested taking partial sick
Based on an associate leave time and assignment time to
professor's salary of $52,000 per create parental leave. Fryxell raised
year, those in domestic partnerships the point thaimostemployees would
receive $147.50 less benefits each only require parental leave once or
month than employees who are twice in their career.
officially married.
An open discussion was
Two Cal State f^ofessors spoke introduced after the panel had made
on parental leave, an issue in which their initial statements. Several
much diversity has developed. Risa comments were expressed by the
Dickson, assistant professor of audience. One audience member in
Communication Studies at Cal particular raised the question of
Slate, spoke on her dealings with involving more issues dealing with
the administration while having minority women on campus. She
two children during her career at felt it would be a beneficial step
CSUSB. Dickson was forced to towards the commitment to

around in the parking lot: As a
general rule of thumb, NO, I am
NOT leaving, and don't flip me off
just because I'm notcontri^ting to
your laziness. Ifyouwantapaiking
spaceclosetoyourfirstclass, get to
school early enough to secure one.
If you don't, then that's just tough
luck. Take your medicine and park
way out in the overflow lots like 1
have to if 1don't arrive early enough.
Furthermore, while searching for
the closest possible parking spots,
you block the aisles so that when I
actually do finally leave, Ican'iget
out. I swear that if one more person
asks me if I'm leaving, I'm going to
take down their license plate num
ber and report them to the Univer
sity Police or Public Safety as reck
less drivers.
9) The Litter Bugs: The
Chronicle distribution binsare NOT
trash cans. They are for the exclu
sive purpose of distributing issues
of JTie Chronicle. Nothing else
belongs there. A reminder to those
who don't heed this warning: put
ting anything besides an issue of
The Chronicle into the distribution
bins is a violation of Stale Educa
tion C(xleEC 10606, which prohib
its "the willful defacing, altering, or
otherwise injuring in any way prop
erty, real or personal, belonging to
a school, school district, or public
institution." Now do 1 have your
attention?
10) The Whiners: Those of
you who complain and complain
about The Chronicle and do nothingabouttt. Theseccnnplaints range

from the obvious to the ridiculous.
The most common cc»nplaint is the
weekly"You're too liberal" line.
Fine. Do something about it No
body will stop you conservatives
out there from voicing your opin
ion. Write to us. Get involved. 1
welcome yourparticipation. Many
of you abhor our frequent coverage
of the Women's Resource Center
or women's issues of the '90s, even
though 60% of our student popula
tion is female..4='ine. Although I
disagree with you about this, if you
so strongly about this issue, then
you conservative white males out
there certainly have the manpower
and resources (especially money)
to establish a Men's Resource Cen
ter. It's time you guys eitherpul up
ot shut up.
Well, that's all for now, folks.
I'm glad 1 got all of that out of my
system. 1 feel so much better now.
Until next time, if you've got any
comments or criticisms about our
campus, please feel free to drop us
a line at 880-5931 or UH 201.09.

diversity on campus.
The Women's Resource Center
also expressed concern in providing
more services to parents on campus.
Currently, there are small
emergency loansone may apply for
in time of need,and a support group
for those receiving Aid to Families
with Dependant Children is in the
beginning stages of implementation,
but programs like San Jacinto's
C.A.R.E. program which provides
transportation for parents and other
services seemed to be a desirable
step for the Women's Resource
Center.
The Brown Bag Lunch Series
continues through the quarter. The
next discussion held will beJanuary
25th, given by Craig Henderson
and Ed Schneiderhan. They will
discuss the cooperation of
masculinism and feminism. Those
wishing to find out more
information on the series can contact
the Women's Resource and Adult
Re-Entry Center at x7203.
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Asrs BlTTd of DireTtSrsi student Assistants a big help
off to a productive start jn Cat Rtate lab research
of Ted Krug, Director of Financial
Aid. who spoke at second meeting.
Chronicle Staff
His request was for $15,0(X) to pur
chase as electronic kiosk. This
Hie Associated Students Incor
kiosk, along with others located
porated (AS!) Board of Directors
around the campus, would allow
(BOD) have gotten off to a busy
students to obtain a variety of mforquarter. I sal in on the first two
mation such as registration infor
sessions, January 10 and 17,1995,
mation, fmancial aid infoimafion,
to find out what ASI is doing for the
and locaticMis of offices around the
campus and bow they are doing it.
campus at the touch of a fingertip.
The first topic to catch my eye
Presently, the Chancellor's Office,
was the announcement that ASI
and various departments around the
Mcsently has mwe than $87,000 in
campus have donated approxiunallocated cash. Further investi
mately$130,000totheproject. This
gation revealed that this was the
request has not been settled at the
amount of cash on hand not allo
time of this report.
cated in the budget. The standing
A request was made for funds
budget fcM" ASI distributes $427,333,
to be donated to a scholarship. Two
not including the unallocated cash
hundred doUars were requested to
between seventeen departments and
be sent to the Claudia Hampton
projects. These include ASI Cor
Scholarship. This fflnd was estabporate OperaUng expenses, ASIBox
Ushed in Claudia Hampton's name
Office, the College Legal Clinic,
to help under-represented first gen
and Student Life to name a few.
eration students. The vote waseight
Also discussed was a project
to three in favor of the donation.
which would be set up to run like
Sylvette Ballester was unani
the Book Exchange, but would be a
mously elected by the body to the
forum for selling items such as fur
posiUon of Director of Undeclared
niture, computers, and other goods.
students. Another Director, R^i
This project was obviously in an
Fodda was announced as having
advanced state. The debate was
resigned, leaving the position of
short, held up by the decision of
Director of Natural Sciences open.
what to call the co-op. During the
Anyone interested in seeing first
second meeting the name ASI
hand how ASFs Board of Directors
MAiketplace" was coined and ac
operates can attend any meeting.
cepted along with the proposal.
They are held at 12:00 noon to1:00
S tudents should keep an eye out for
pmevery Tuesday in the Senate
this, especiaUy if they have some
Cliambers across from the ASI of
extra junk lying around and need a
fices in the StudentUnionbuildmg.
couple of extra bucks.
Electronic kiosks was the topic

By John Birdwell

CSUSB SCIENCE

Dr. Ching-Hua Wang (right) and her three
assistants (left to right) Ricardo Gutierrez, Robert Block
and Greta StrebeL

more than $100,000 to cover the
of her research. She brought the
years 1993 through 1996. "The
project with her when she came to
Chronicle Staff
majorityof the money is for my
CSUSB and began work on the Bresearch, to hire students, pay stu
cell member of the lymphocytes.
Here atCSUSB, Dr Ching-Hua
dents, salaries, to conduct reseai^,
Dr. Wang's laboratory consists
and of course, to purchase supplies,
Wang, is conducting important re
of two small rooms shared with Dr.
reagents, chemicals, glassware,
search into immune mechanisms.
Brasch, an established biologist,
As noteworthy as her work is. Dr.
things like that. And some of the
who is conducting research on a
Wang insists that her student help
money is for institutional costs. But
separate project. In describing her
I'm happy. Because of the grant, I
ers are the true heroes of this re
research, she said, "It is very te
was able to get release time from
search.
dious work involving hours and
Dr. Wang is an associate pro
teaching so I can spend more time
hours of making the tissue sections,
directing my stiidents in tteir re
fessor in the Biology Department
and then staining tissue sections,
search, analyzing data, writing...
Her field of specialization is immu
with different antibodies, mono
"I believe the actual heroes in
nology. She has been conducting
clonal antibodies, and florescence
research are the graduate students ,
research relating to mechanisms of
conjugated antibodies, and then
Dr Wang explains. "When I gave
mucosal immunity, (specifically the
hours and hours of examination of
my paper in Europe, my student s
T and B lymphocytes in mucosal
these slides under the florescent
name was first. (Graduate students
tissue) at CSUSB since 1990, be
microscope. Unfortunately, it s
do the work and the professor gets
cause of the importance of the T
very slow." The lab equipment is
the credit. The students working
and B lymphocyte cells to the im
out of date and often breaks down.
with me now are pre-medical stu
mune system as-well-as prove that
The research students are constantly
dents. They take many courses,are
the intestine is a very competent
repairing the equipment, trying to
trying to get A's, are volunteenng
immune organ.
make it work. This not only slows
The present research stems from
at hospitals and then the rest of the
them down but also adds another
her Ph.D. research
project at
time, they work here in the lab. I
degree of difficulty to their re
think one of them only has time to
Cornell University, where she was
sleep 3 or 4 hours a day. They are
studying immune response. Sev search.
Dr. Wang has presented data to
extremely motivated people but I
eral years of study revealed that
fellow scientists at meetings such
feel that they are really pushing
there was a group of lymphocytes
as the Eighth International Con
that activated and started multiply
gress of Immunology Intemation^ themselves."
Currently working with Dr.
ing in the intestine within 12-24
Meeting in Europe, and the AmCTWang areOretaStrebeKJr), Ricardo
hours of exposure to an infectious
can Clinical Immunology Meeting
agent. These were found to be TGutierrez(Sr), and
Robert
in Denver Colorado. This year she
Block(grad), who said," I have
cells, extremely important mem
plans to address members at the
bers of our immune system, the
learned a greatdeal fromDr. Wang.
Experimental Biology Meeting in
photo by; John BirdweH
She's a wonderful person and fun
kind of cells that the HIV virus
Atlanta, Georgia.
targets.
After
receiving
her
Ph.D.,
The ASI Board of Directors meeting takes place in the
TheNational Institute of Health to work with".
Dr Wang, stayed at Cornell univer
provided Dr. Wang with a grant of
Senate Chambers In the Student Union building every
sity and completed the T-cell part
By Gail Ann Uchwat
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Remedial Education : Axe or Support?
From newi «efvic6»

students to complete a comprehen no-credit situations." Students of
sive pattern of college preparatory ten don't take the remedial classes
A repot oi remedial education subjects before being admitted. The
immediately after failing the EPT
for underprepared students sparked Intensive Learning Experience pro
OT ELM, besaid, which means they
a nearly hour-long discussion by gram was developed to provide
aren't prepared for their regular
trustees, with many saying such smaller classes for students with
classes.
classes should be taken in the com low EPT/ELM scores.
"Greaterresponsibility (for stu
munity colleges, not at the state
TheCSU's long-term goal, said dents' preparation) must be laid on
universities.
Alexander (jonzales, academic vice the doorsteps of K-12 education...
Available figures indicate that president at CSU Fresno and chair
This is not the business of the CSU,"
about 15 percent of entering stu of the study of underprepared stu
Pesqueira added. Whatever policy
dents need remedial classes after dents, is to eliminate remedial/dethe CSU puts in place, Pesqueira
failing to pass the system's English velopmemalclasses. Hisstudyteam
said, should be five years down the
Placement Test (EFT) and Entry will bring additional recommenda
line so 8th graders can get prepared
Level Mathematics (ELM) exami tions and campus survey data to the
now before they enter the CSU as
nation. The classes they take do not board at its January meeting.
freshmen.
count toward their degrees.
Trustee Ralph Pesqueira, chair
Trustee Marian Bagdasarian,
Remedial educatioi has been of the board's Educational Policy
who is a teacher in Fresno, said
discussed since the 1970s. In re
Committee, said that lack of prepa teachers spend so much time in
sponse to declining skills levels in ration by students "is amuch bigger
schools making sure they are drug
students, the CSU instituted a se problem than what appears to be on
and weapon free, teaching conflict
ries of entry level tests and lighter the surface,' and thatstudents spend
resolution and doing English as a
academic standards, and required "a tremendous amount of time in

See Axe, Page 16

Trustees accept land offer for
Coachella campus extension

January2S, 199S
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A CALL FOR LEADERS!
By Brenda Gazzar
Special to the Chronicle

Fw those of you who have been
patienUy waiting for University
Ambassador Society applications,
you will be excited to know that
they will be out Wednesday, Janu
ary 18. The applications can be
picked up in the following places:
the Vice President for Student Ser
vices' office. Student Life office,
the front desk in the Student Union,
and in the A.S.I. office. Applica
tions, which will be due February
Isi, should be turned into the StudentLife office. Interviews will be
heldon February 6th and 7th. Newly
selected members will have the
opportunity tomeet the whole soci
ety in late February at the annual
induction ceremony.
According totheAmbassador's
mission statement, UAS was
founded to provide linkages be
tween and among major campus
student organizations, build student
understanding of and support for
university programs,activities, and
services, develop strong collabora
tive network of exceptional student
leaders available to advise and as
sist the University in regard to ma
jor new initiatives and programs;
provide student leaders with an
opportunity for direct service to the
University in a carefully designed
experience that facilities personal
and professional growth.
Membership is open only to
those candidates that are in good
academic standing, those who have
completed a minimum of 100 hours
of service in one or more of the
following areas (CSUSB service,
community service, or Community
College service), thosestudents who
have held a significant leadership
position(s) in recognized campus
programs or student organizations,
those who have a high degree of
interest in representing CSUSB in
furthering its image in a positive
fashion. Candidates must also be
nominated for membership by a
member of the faculty, staff, or stu
dent body at CSUSB, and must also

offered but none suited campus for leading the campaign to raise
needs. This location is of suffrcient funds through a capit^ campaign to
size to accommodate growth; is construct and equip the new facili
The city of Palm Desert offered accessible and has sufficient park ties.
40 acres- and the Board of Trust ing; and will allow the campus to
The new center will continue to
ees unanimously accepted them- continue to develop its distance
offer a new bachelor's degree pro
for the permanent site of the education program.
gram with Cal Poly Pomona and
Coachella Valley Center of CSU
Currently, the center is located the College of the Desert in hotel
San Bernardino. In addition, the in temporary facilities on the cam
and restaurant management. Stu
city's Redevelopment Agency will pus of the CoUege of the Desert.
dents take lower division coursesat
bold aside an adjacent 160 acres for About 525 students are enrolled
College of the Desert, business
20 years on the chance that the CSU this fall, with an average of 34.
courses at CSUSB and the hotel
eventually will turn the center into Eighty percent work full time, and
classes via two-way video from Cal
a full campus.
ethnically they are 68 percent white, Poly.
The development of a perma 20 percent Latino, and the rest di
"We will have state of the art
nent branch center is a very high vided among black. Native Ameri
technology for distance learning;
priority of ours," said CSU San can, and Asian.
the possibilities are truly unlim
Bernardino President Tony Evans.
Evans praised city and county ited" to run programs at sites 2(X)
"This site is ideal for our officials for their tremendous assis
miles from the campus, Evans said.
purposes,"he added, saying that tance in securing the land, which is
"It's an outstanding site,"said
(Hher sites previously have been about 76 miles from CSUSB, and
Trustee Jim (jray. "This is a tre
mendous oppOTtunity for the CSU...
That area of the desert is exploding
in a positive way... This is great for
By Victoria Besedin
tural Center was doing for Black the Coachella Valley and for the
Chronicle Staff
History Month. The African Ameri CSU." The valley's population is
can students and faculty members expected to double in 10 years.
"This is the only way, given the
On Febniaiy 1, 1995 the Stu wanted to have the awareness of the
fiscal constraints we are under, to
dent Union will present its First culture brought onto this campus.
Black History Annual Celebration.
The event will include many be able to plan for students in the
The event will be held in the Stu different events in dedication of the 21si century and for new campuses;
dent Union Courtyard from eleven African American culture. There this is asuperproposal," said Trustee
o' clocka.m. until twoo' clockp.m. will be step shows performed by Tony Villi.
Hang out in
This celebration will include step Greek Fraternities and Sorities from
shows, art displays, vendors, and across the Southern Clifomian Re
cultural performances.
gion. Eboni Anderson of UCR will
Kimberly Williams, Coordina be singing the Black National An
tor of the Multi-Cultural Center, them. Poetry readings will be per
says that she hopes that this event formed by Dehlia Umunna, Brenda
• GUARANTEED SALARY
will enable the students and faculty Gazzar, and Pemella Summerville
•
JOB SECURITY
members of this campus as well as of CSUSB. Adassa and Donna
other local campuses to be enter Martin will each perfwm a cultural
• ADVENTURE
tained, and simultaneously gain dance. There will be various ven
• TRAVEL
better awareness, appreciation, as dors targeting the culture itself.
well as understanding the unique
The Student Union will behost
ness of the culture itself.
ing several other events throughout
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
The concerns of students and the month of February. For details,
CSUSB AIR FORCE ROTC
faculty brought about this First please contact the Student Union
CAPTAIN ANDREPONT
Annu^ Black History Celebration. scheduling department at extension
Williams also said that many were 5940.
(909) 880-5440
From news services

Black History Celebration
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be recommended{or consideration
by a current Ambassador.
The CSUSB AmbassadorSoci
ety was founded in the fall of 1987.
Since then the University Ambas
sadors have participated in various
activities including a number of
donor events, the CSUSB 25th an
niversary gala banquet and have
also hosted receptions for alumni.
This year the Society's Student
Coordinator, Stephanie Hoggard,
is working with toe current society
to develop opportunities for indi
vidual leadership development, es
tablish ties with the local commu
nity for outreach purposes, provide
leadership training for CSUSB stu
dent leaders, and increase aware
ness
of
the
University
Ambassador's Society. Stephanie
says that she would like toe UAS to
expand its campus role this year
byincreasing membershipnumbers,
service hours offered to toe com
munity, whilealso providing mem
bers with substantial leadership
development opportunities, "My
goal is to make sure every Ambas
sador leaves the society with a sense
of acccHnplishment not only for what
they achieved through developing
their leadership skills, but for what
they have given back to the com
munity."
Today, membership includes
over 30 select members. For those
disconnected UAS members who
have not been contacted,and would
like to get involved once again in a
re-energized and dynamic student
leader society, please call toe Stu
dent Life office and ask for
Stephanie.
For those students who qualify
and would like to further serve toe
campus, woric with the brightest
and most active members of
CSUSB, and receive the added ben
efits of being University Ambassa
dor, pick up an application today.
The University Ambassador Soci
ety, one of the most prestigious
student leader organizations on
campus, want you to help make toe
collective difference that only stu
dents can make.

SUPPORT STATIC RADIO!
the Student Union!

AIM HIGH WITH AIR FORCE ROTC;
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Real World' cast talks about AIDS infected friend

By Victoria Beso<fin
Chronicle Staff

Judd Winick was broke. Pam Ling did it
for the heck of it.
Now, both fonner "Real World" cast
members speak on behalf of late friend, Pedro
Zamora, who died of AIDS at the age of 22.
"It was either getting on the show or
emptying my bank account and driving to
L.A. the next week," Winick said in an inter
view before his talk at the Student Union
Events Center on Wednesday, January 18,
1995.

Winick and Ling admitted they both were
aware that they would be living with an HIVpositiveroommate, which Winick said caused
him some concern, but he wasn't about to
cancel. Ling, a medical school student, bad
no concerns about risk, but had other con
cerns.
Ling said that her first patient died of
AIDS, and personally she had concerns, hav
ing never gotten emotionally close to a per
son with the disease.
Theexperiencb, howevo-,created afriendship between Winick and Zamora that didn't
end when the cameras turned off. Zamora's

talks about living with AIDS had to be can
celed when he took a turn for the worse. "I
just did what I had to do." Winick said.
"Our friendship wasn't based on him
having AIDS."
Winick has now taken over the speaking
engagements Zamora left behind, and plans
to continue his wwk.
But asked if they would do it again, both
quickly replied no. Winick said the show,"is
a lot like elective surgery, it did the job the
first time, so there's no need to do it again."

Pearl Jam, Live, Candlebox all rock on first sides
but the mood disappears on the second side
By Brian Lees
Edtor in chief

Vs., left off. "Last Exit" and "Spin
the Black Circle" start Vitalogy off

The fall of 1994 brought the
music world three rocking albums
that all have something in common:
the first side of each album (or first
half of each CD) rocks like nothing
else in music last year, but the sec
ond side (half) of each album disap
pointingly deteriorates.
The ^st of the three is Pearl
Jam's Vim/ogy. The Seattle quintet
picks up where their last ^bum.

with a lot of vitality apd bite.
The power and intensity con
tinues with "Not for You" and
"Tremor Christ." These two awe
some tracks are followed by the
gorgeous ballad "Nothingman,"
which has received a great deal of
airplay on local alternative radio
stations.
The second side, however, lacks
the clarity and vision of the first

Nell is a story of sweetness,
beauty and innocence
was to make Nell's emotions come
to life through her speech, so even
though you may not loiow thewords
This is the story of a young she is saying, you might still be able
woman is found living alone in a to understand them." This has
small cabin deep in the woods of defmately been acomplished. There
are
many
North Carolina.
scenes in wich
She speaks an un
you have no
known language
idea what she's
and has never ex
Based on the play "Idioglossia,"
saying, but you
perienced any life
by Mark Handley
can understand
other than that of
what she's
her lonely exist
Produced by Renee Misell and
feeling.
ence in the for
Jodie Foster
There
est.
Co-produced by (Jraham Place.
are many beau
Dr. Jerome
tiful scenes that
Lovell (Liam
Stars Jodie Foster, Liam Neeson
are pleasing to
Neeson)and psy
and Natasha Richardson
the eyes as well
chologist Paula
as the heart for
Olsen (Natasha
example; Nell
Ricfaardscm)slowly
pervade the mist enshrouding Nell's waving her arms gracefully above
world, and through very emotional her head and slowly turning about
circumstances are made aware of saying: "Tay in na win." which
how much Nell has to teach them. means "tree in the wind." this was
Nell has quite a few barriers to one of my favorite scenes.
"Nell" is a very sweet movie. It
break through. She is afraid of the
daytime and she has never had con got some bad reviews but 1 person
tact with any one in the outside ally liked it very much. 1 was left
world. Nell's mother was paralized wishing for more background in
on one side of herface so that Nell's formation about Nell's childhood
language is a combination of the but this I could overlook because I
distorted consonents she learned was completely transfixed by the
from her mother and a secret lan beauty of NelTs heart and the sweet
guage she shared with her twin sis ness of her innocence.
Jodie Foster has an amazing
ter.
William Nicholson ,who co- ability to express pure, raw
wrote the screenplay with Handley, emotionsthrough her eyes and her
says of Nell's Language: "My in graceful gestures.
tention when designing thelanguage I wish I had taken a hanky with me!
By Shannon Burns

Chronicle Staff

side, although it does have its mo
ments. "Corduroy" and the power
ballad "Better Man," both of which
have also received heavy airplay,
are among Pearl Jam's finer songs.
But the bulk of the second side
slips into misguided experimenta
tion. "Bugs," an annoying attempt
athumorous preaching, wouldhave
worked better as a "hidden track,"
something that has become sickeningly stereotypical of alternative
music.
Also, the two "spoken word"
pieces at the end of each side are
complete failures because Pearl Jam
tries to insert too much meaning,
message, and cause into the some
what lighter subject matter of the
rest of the album. "Stupid Mop" is
a lame attempt at equating corporal
punishment with child abuse, in
which the words being spoken be

come utterly incomprehensible be
fore long, causing the message to
be totally lost anyway. Neverthe
less, the album as a whole still
shines.
Throwing Copper is another
solid album from the Pennsylvania
quartet Live. For a stretch of six
tracks, the power and beauty Live
puts into each song produces some
of the best music of the decade.
Unfortunately, the rest of the al
bum, although still adequate, does
not live up to the form of these six
songs.
The first of these songs is the
single "Selling the Drama," which
also £q)pears on the "Woodstock
'94" compilation. Next are the stri
dent ballad "I Alone" and the elec
trifying "Iris." The stretch closes
out with "Lighming Crashes," the
short but sweet "Top," and the bla

tantly direct "All Over You."
Although the second side o
Throwing Copper also flashes afew
brief moments of brilliance and
potential (including a surprisingly
good,yet stereotypical "hidden
track"), it is the first side that really
powers its success.
The weakest of the three is by
far the self-titled debut from the
Seattle quartet Candlebox. Al
though they have often been looked
upon by so-called music "experts"
as the poor stepchild of the Seattle
music scene, Candlebox shows that
they can hold their own, especially
against the humongously overrated
Nirvana.
Once
again,
however,
Candlebox has only one very good
side, in which a six-song stretch
also defines its potential for

See Rock, Page 18

S a n B e r n a r d i n o C i v i c Light O p e r a A s s o c i a t i o n

NELL- PG-13 '

•Production contains adult subject matter and language*

January 27 - February 5, 1995

* 1 / 2 P R I C E TICKETS *
•k STUDENT RUSH k
Show a current student, faculty or staff I.D.
at the theatre box office
and get your ticket for 1/2 pricei
No reservations necessary. Only one ticket per i.D.
Good for day of performance only.
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•800/228-1155*
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Green Day, Pearl
Jam and others
mean big amounts
of green for record
companies
By Brian Laas
Edtor in chief

Alternative supergroups Green Day and
Pearl Jam have helped lead the way fCM* their
respective record companies to dominate the
market share of compact disc and cassette
sales in the month of December.
Acctxding to SoundScan Inc., the Oak
land, Califmiia-based Green Day's debut
album "Dookie" has helped its distributor,
WEA, to capture 21.1% of the market.
ScMiy, which waspoweredby"Vitalogy,"
the third album fix)m the Seattle, Washington-based Peari Jam, was second witha 15.2%
share.
BMG and Polygram tied for third with a
12.9% share of the market for each company.
BMG's tc^-selling album in December was
"Crazysexycool" by TLC. Boy's II Men's
"IF' was Polygram's top release last month.
Garth Brooks' "Hits" was still going
strong, helping CEMA to capture 11.2% of
the market and fifth place. UNI was sixth
with 10.7% of the ma^t, led by the slightly
disappointing sales of the Eagles' reunion
album "Hell Freezes Over."
Compact disc and cassette sales for the
first week of January were down almost 65%
fiom the previous week, mainly due toa rush
of last-minute Christmas shoppers inflating
the number of sales in the last week of De
cember.
Sales overall are up about 12% frcMn last
year at this time, and most record companies
expect to re^ huge profits this year as the
popularity of alternative music continues to
grow.
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Courtasy Tha San Bamardino Sun /Amariean RaoonHnga

The Members of the band Slayer (from left to right): Tom Araya, Kerry King, Paul Bostaph and Jeff Hanneman

Reigning kings of heavy metai: Siayer
takes the Orange Pavilion by storm
By Melissa Pinion
Chronicle Staff

This genrecalled heavy metal festers and
spreads likeabadcaseof gangrene. For some
reason, no one can stop it-not even San
Bernardino. Slayer,one of the reigningkings
and sought-after pioneers of the thrash/death/
rip-your-face-off metal dashed through this
town only four years ago on their "Seasons In
the Abyss" tour and left their cult following
in a pit-induced vertigo. On Friday, January
13th, they returned with a vengeance.
Yet» there is more to come and the Orange
Pavilion will be there to take their lumps.
Megadeth, a slightly less malignant growth
in the genre will arrive at the same location on
February 25. This is their second attempt at
touring Southern California after being
snipped from the Aerosmith ticket and leav
ing their fans with that chainsaw wielding
band (who shall remain nameless.)
Ahh, and so begins an evening of good,
friendly, violent fun. Beginning with
Machinehead and Biohazard, the audience is
given lessonsofreading and arithmetic. This
is a good example of what bad habits can do
to a band's credibility.
Machinehead is preoccupied with count
ing to four at the beginning and middle of just
about every song. About the only thing that
can be considered more annoying than this
would be men that choose to wear make-up

on stage. Fortunately, none of that occun^d
here. The frontman appeared to be a pseudoMike Muir (Suicidal Tendencies) while the
remaining members followed a Panteraesque grindcore imitation.
Biohazard, though slightly more matured
and interesting than thefneviously mentioned,
have no reservation about proving to the
wixld that everything has been done a thou
sand times over in the music industry. But
let's make no mistake, this band is no excepti(m to the rule; Biohazard is redundant
The same bridge was repeated in just
about every scmg asif this were some horrible
rap nightmare or the Biohazard fellows just
learned a few new words that they thought
were neat: 'Jump, jump, jump, Evoybody
jump!'and'Go, go, go!' (this goes on as the
drununer plays a pseudo-House of Pain ca
dence.)
It'sridiculous enough that the population
of hip hc^ combined witbheavy me^ bands
is still rising. Rap and metal make about as
perfect a marriage as pigeons and Alka Selt
zer (Well someone had to say it!)
However, all was not lost. What better
way to reclaim the moment than with a little
hell, fire, and brimstone?
Slayer erupted with the ever illustrious
"Reign In Blo^". The sound of thundering
drums wavered in the auditorium with a
sense of solitude when suddenly the mood
drifted into some of the fastest and most
furious guitar and drumwork ever created.
Simultaneously, the audience was trans
formed into a swarming whirtpool and sev
eral of the more insanedove off the stage like
instinctive lemmings.
Frontman T(Hn Araya is donned in an all-

black outfit. Being the secc«d night of their
pestilence, his voice is fresh and hitting those
appropriately nuanced screams and yells.
The other two axemen, Jeff Haneman
and Kerry King played with divine cleanli
ness, which is not a common occurrence.
King, of course, has had ten ling years to
perfect that guitar riff that he's been beating
to death on every album.
Of course, there's the new guy, Paul
Bostaph, whose percussion gives recently
departed drummer Dave Lombardo a run for
his money. Unfortunately, Bostaph was hard
to see behind his monolith of a drum set
On to the newer conquests off of "Divine
Intervention'" Slayer's most recent release.
The band touched upon rather emotional
topics with their songs, "Sex, Murder, Art",
"IGlling Helds", and "213" (the Jeffrey
Dahmer song.)
Aesthetically speaking, the lighting was
much improved. Instead of the Christmas
like green and red lights that coated only the
stage on the last tour, there was more of a
variety and range. With the lights radiating
outward, there was more of a 3-D effect and
the stage appeared larger (for a small place
like this, that's a plus.)
The night was rounded off with the oldies
such as "Captor of Sin" and "Mandatory
Suicide'" asacrowd that should be weary by
this point kept on plowing across the con
crete floor as if they had either seen the ghost
of Elvis or drank a case of Jolt.
Until the next time, this is one small step
for the Orange Pavilion and certainly a giant
leap for Slayer. Their return will be anx
iously anticipated by their ever growing cult
following..
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Baseball Exhibition or Business?
greed interfere with a child's game.
Mann i^ilosophized on the en
Special to the Chronicle
durance of the game by saying,
Baseball has long been viewed "The oneconstant through all the
as this nation's naticmal pastime. years has been baseball. America
Recently, baseball has slowly been has rolled by like an anny of steam
turning itself on the fans and has rollers. It has been erased like a
blackboard, re
been booming a
built, and erased
national dis
again, but base
grace. For the
Part One of a
ball has marked
eighth time in 24
Two part series
the time. The
years, a work
field, the game,
stoppage has cut
are a part of our
shot the season.
This year, the World Series was past. It reminds us of all that once
canceled for the first time in over was good and could be again."
The most disturbing fact about
ninety years.
Many saw the current work stop the recent labor dispute is that base
page occurring at a most int^por- ball is starting to rob itself of its
tunetime. Baseball was beginning innocence. The very virtue that
to build a young fan base built attracts fans is being assaulted be
around a collection of stars that the fore our very eyes.
Some individuals argue that
game hasn't seen since the late six
ties. The game's popularity was baseball isboring. To them, I quote
steadily increasing. Now, however, an anonymous author who said,
fear has run through our national "Baseball is dull to those with dull
pastime that this last work stoppage minds." Anyone can sit and watch
may be the last straw and baseball a football or basketball game, but
the real thinkers enjoy baseball.
may lose its popularity.
Today's
generation enjoys instant
In the early part of the century,
baseball was seen as unique and gratification, and these two spots,
was given a certain status in with their violence and fast pace,
America. It was very popular and lead to their popularity. Kiwwing
given the distinction of being our the intricacies of baseball can lead
national pastime. Baseball was a to mental stimulation on every pitch.
game, and the games were merely No two games are alike and the
exhibitions. It wasn't viewed as a statistical history that jM^eserves
business; therefore, it was granted baseball's legacy and lore are
certain privileges that today are equalled by no other spcHt. Names
outdated and absurd, and are gradu such as Ruth, CJehrig, Robinson,
ally leading tothe destruction of the Koufax, Drysdale, Killebrew,
Mays, Clemente, Aaron, and Ryan
game.
Hall of Fame catcher Roy hold a special significance in the
Campanella once said that "you game tb^ no other sport can begin
gotta have a lot of little boy in you to equal.
Our national pastime naturally
to play baseball," and he was right.
Where else can a grown man make evolved from the English game of
millions of dollars playing achild's cricket and rounders. Its popularity
game? Baseball has emerged exploded, and the first professional
through the ages as the national league was created in 1869. The
pastime—a pastime that once re Cincinnati Red Legs (better known
volved around the players, the game, as the Reds today) were the first
the history, and its unique mys team. In honor of the Reds being
the oldest franchise, they play the
tique.
Author Terrance Mann, who first game of every new season.
Baseball endured its first scan
was portrayed in the movie "Field
of Dreams" by James Earl Jones, dal in 1919 when eight players on
described an afternoon at the the Chicago White Sox were ac
ballpark in this manner: "For the cused of throwing the World Se
average fan, it is money they have ries. Among those indicted was the
and peace they lack. They will great "Shoeless" Joe Jackson. Al
walkoutto thebleachers, sitin shirt though some have questioned
sleeves on a perfect afternoon. They whether "Shoeless" Joe was even
will fmd they have reserved seats involved in throwing any of the
somewhere along one of the games, be was never elected into
baselines where they sat as children the Hall of Fame and has been black
and cheered their fkvorite heroes. balled ever since for his alleged
They will watch the game and it involvement. Baseball's popular
will be as if they dipped themselves ity began to suffer.
When baseball needed a re
in magic waters. The memories
will be so thick that they will have prieve, a brash young lefthander
to brush them away from their named George Herman "Babe"
Ruth emerged from the ghettos of
faces."
Baseball has survived the ages Baltimore and helped the Boston
just as America has also. The game Red Sox win their last World Se
continued, despite two world wars ries. He was later traded to the New
and the (Jreat Depressicm. This York Yankees and would become
year, however, the World Series the greatest home run hitter of all
was canceled for the fu^t time in time. Babe Ruth gave baseball a
over ninety years as a result of the shot in thearm when it truly needed
owners and players letting their
By Michael Cailaghan

'Giant Sucking Sound" heard by students
cheaper and more appealing for
Americans. As a result, America's
trade surplus with Mexico, which
It has been over a year now had alre^y shrunk to $2 billion last
since the huge nationaldebates over year, is likely to disappear alto
NAFTA (the North American Free gether and turn into a trade deficit
Trade Agreement with Canada and in 1995 as U.S. products are priced
Mexico), and despite the promises out of the Mexican market.--Tbe big
of American eccmomic jnosperity gains in American exports that
pontificated by many expert econo NAFTA promised are becoming big
mists with ulterior motives, the deal losses.
According to Representative
is proving to be one of the greatest
economic fiascos in American his F^ter DeFazio, Danocrat from Or
egon, the "so-called free-trade
tory.
Spariced by the recent collapse agreement is proving to be any
of the Mexican economy, during thing but free for U.S. taxpayers
which the peso lost a third of its and working families. It's cost tens
value and inflation soared, the of thousands of U.S.jobs already
Qinton administration and Con and is now well on its way to becoming the biggress
have
gesttaxpayer bail
out fcr banks and
foreign
interests
aid in the form of
low-interest loans toMexico tohelp since the savings and loan scan
bail out a shattered economy and dal."
DeFazio is not far off in his
pay off huge debts.
The only problem is that these analysis. Accwding to the Associ
debts can only be "paid off' by ated Press, the jobs lost to Mexico
creating more debt that is being alone because of NAFTA is already
financed by American tax payers. beytMid 100,000. The jobs gained
Furthermore, there still has not been (those that have actually material
& substantial effort made to reduce ized) from NAFTA so far are gen
our own national debt in the United erously estimated to be between
States. So why are we pouring 7,000-8,0(X). In an era where cor
money down The (jreat Rat Hole in porate downsizing and restructur
ing has cost an estimated 325,000
Mexico?
"It's an economic crisis that is Americans theirjobs in 1994alone,
going to get royal treatment at U.S. and those who still have jobs are
taxpayer expense so that politicians doing the work formerly done by
don't get embarrassed by thestupid five or six people (on the average),
trade deal they did," says H. Ross it is clear that NAFTA is a disaster
Perot, a Texas billionaire who made the United States can ill afford to
an unsuccessful bid for the Presi support any longer.
The Associated Press also re
dency in 1992 and bought televi
sion time last year to voice his op ports that Americans who must
position to NAFTA to American switch jobs because of downsizing
andrestructuring are on the average
peq>le.
In other words, the politicians earning 23% less in nominal (not
who pushed so hard for the passage adjusted for inflation) terms and
of NAFTA while pocketing huge 30% lessin real (adjusted forinflaamounts of special interest money tiCHi) terms.
As fcv college graduates, a re
from Greedy Corporate America
are trying to save face. NAFTA, cent issue of U.S. News and World
which is a disaster for hard-work Report reported that recruiting by
ing, tax-paying middle class Ameri corporations or college campuses
cans. Once again, we have allowed was down 65% overall (83% in
the wool to be pulled over our eyes. Olifomia), and those fcntunate to
The "Giant Sucking Sound" that find jobs are in positions that for
Perot prophesied to the American merly did not require a degree and
people is already under way. Be pay less than $20,000 a year. In
cause of the weaker peso, Amai- fact, CSUSB's own Career Develcan{xoductsare now one-thirdmore qiment Center is a prime example
expensive in Mexico, while Mexi- of this, as many of the jobs adver; ^c^jffpdpfts^^^^siiddeply i^h/,ti6ed,^p^^
$17^Q00^^ jear to
By Brian Leet
Editor in chief

SSS Neivs Analysis

manage aJC Penney'smen'sclothing department or no salary at all
(commission only ) to sell refrig
erators at Circuit City.
With all of thisin mind, NAFTA
obviously offers the United States a
bleak horizon. NAFTA, however,
is not only troublesome to this side
of the boi^r, but to the other side as
well. What was supposed to be a
miracle for the Mexican people is
now a Pyrrhic victory at best, and
the losses for the Mexicans are ex
pected to be great.
Many economists, including
chief economist at Kemper Finan
cial Services in Chicago David Hale,
believe that the foreign aid package
will helpin the short run, but worry
about tte Icmg term ramifications.
One majOT concOTi is whether the
inevitable Mexican recession will
spawn riots and major strikes from
an outraged Mexican peculation.
"The [jM-omise of a] U.S. pack
age has already worked in the short
term in stabilizing the crisis, but it
will take a long time to rebuild this
big a loss of confidence," says Hale.
Butmany members of Congress
strongly oppose such measures on
various grounds. California Repre
sentative (jewge Miller (Democrat)
is concerned that "American woikers are being asked to support tens
ofbillions of dollars in loans to
Mexico to prop up an economy that
shows no signs of being able to
support itself." And many Am^i
can corporations, such as
PriceCostco, the Kirkland, Wash
ington-based warehouse siOK op
erator, have pulled out of deals to
establish chains in Mexico, spell
ing even more trouble for the con
stantly investment-starvedMexican
economy.
Is tli^ any hope in sight? Of
course there is. A clause in NAFTA
allows the United States to pull out
of the agreement before the year
2000. This clause should be exer
cised immediately. We should cut
our losses now before it is too late.
None of the empty [vomises of
NAFTA have or will come true
The environment continues to be
destroyed along our border, illegal
immigration is still on the rise, and
the American woricer is truly suf
fering.
It is time to put a behemothic
cork in the "Giant Sucking Sound."
May NAFTA rest in peace.

See Baseball, Page 13
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How to establish and use your credit correctly
Skoog
Spacial to the Chmnhle

Ri#
By U^rtlia
Martha SItam

A WAY OF LIFE...
Buying on credithas become so
mucb an everyday occurrence in
our society that many people look
CHI credit as an inalienable right. In
fact, it's aprivilege and convenience
available to those who are creditwcMthy. What mal^s you credit
worthy?
QUALIFYING...
CrediUvs determine whether or
not you're a good risk by evalu^ing: 1) your ability to rq)ay, as
indicated by how much of your
income is left over after you pay
your basic expenses every month;
2) your assets, such as a house,
bank account, or insurance policy-anything that would serve as secu
rity for the creditor if you couldn't
meet your payments; 3) your credit
history, showing whatdebts you've
had before and how you've man
aged them.
Your attitude is important, too,
because the creditor h^ to decide
whether you're the kind of indi
vidual who will act responsibly in
using aedit. A{^arance and be
havior have been known to influ
ence a creditor's decision.
LIMITATIONS...
You may qualify in all respects
except credit history—evidence of
your reliability—which you lack for
one of these reasons; 1) you're
young and working at your first
job; 2) you'rea married woman and

Baseball
Continued from page 12
a superstar. In many circles, "The
Sultan of Swat" is credited with
saving the game.
One might ask what is so unique
about baseball? Baseball emerged
in the early part of the century as a
game ofthe middle class. Ithadn't
reached the fmancial hierarchy it
has attained today, and the com
mon man was its biggest fan. It was
cheap and inexpensive, and it car
ried with it a certain innocence and
aura that only an aftemoon at the
ballpark could provide.
America was a melting pot, and
great ]Mide was taken in being a fan.
A lot could be said about a person
and the team he rooted for. With
team loyalty came honor, both traits
that this nation was built on.
Baseball created a common
bond within families and neigh
bors. The World Series held a cer
tain mystique and heros were cre
ated. In the infant years of the
game, ballplayers held such a stat
ure that they could have sto(x! the
test of time and be the ones with
which others were compared.
This unique characteristic and
stature baseball badachieved slowly
began to change just as thenation it

^

until now have relied solely on your
husband's credit, which you did not
help to build; 3) you've recently
been divorced or widowed and have
no separate credit hismry; 4) you've
always paid cash for what you
bought before, even automobiles,
furniture, and appliances.
BEGINNING...
Building a credit history takes
time and patience. You may have
to start in a small way and build up
slowly. Ifyou are determined to do
it, here are some suggestions.
Establish a savings and/or
checking account Creditors look
(Ml them as evidence that you're
able to handle money.
Borrow against the security of
your savings account at the bank.
The interest you will pay on a "pass
book" loan will be partly offset by
the interest your account keeps on
earning, so the loan will cost you
less thataregular small loan would.
Ask for a small loan and deposit
it immediately in a savings account
While ycHi pay off the loan, you're
earning interest on the deposit; and
that cuts down the cost of the loan.
The imp(Mtant thing is that you
aredeveloping credit history.
Whether it is worth the cost to bor
row money you don't really need is
a judgment you'll have to make.
If you can't get credit on your
own, you might ask a relative or a
firiend who already hasa good credit
standing to cosign your loan appli
cation and share your liability.
Buy something CHI time at a

belonged to was changing too.
Nothing remains the same, and this
nation's treasured game is no ex
ception.
Fan loyalty has detmorated.
Today's fan loves a winner and his
loyalty changes to whatever team is
in the lead.
The same could be said about
ttxlay's ballplayer. Team loyalty is
a thing of the past and free agency
has created such a high turnover in
team rosters that the sense of inti
macy between player and fan no
longer exists.
Most notably, baseball is no
longer seen as merely exhibitions.
Baseball tcxlay is big business and
anyone who thinks any different is
severely blinded. Ownerand player
greed are slowly destroying a na
tional icon. No longer can a father
and son spend a leisurely aftemoon
at the ballpark because of the cost
What was once the game of the
middle classis now {Micing itself
out of the market.
Baseballhadits opportunity this
season. Some of the most storied
records that have stood the test of
time had a legitimate chance of
being shattered. Player and owner
greed turned their backs on the
record b(X)k, and their backs on a
new generation of fans that were

%/

majcM store and/or apply fcM agaso
line credit card.
Open one or two local depart
ment store charge accounts antl pay
your bills promptly. Frequently
this is a stepping stone to other
kinds of credit. But don't open too
many accounts; creditors worry if
you have widespread access to
crediL
Aiq)ly for a loan against your
car or a loan secured by anoth^ of
your assets.
PERSISTING...
Even if you've had credit be
fore, you may be turned down when
you apply for a loan or a credit card.
Why? because of any of these rea
sons: 1) you may not have held
your present job or lived at your
IMesentaddress longenough—some
creditors require two or even three
years; 2) you may have too much to
pay on your jnesent accounts; 3)
your purpose in requesting credit
may not seem reastxiable; 4) your
cosigner may not be able to afford
to take on any new liabilities; 5)
your credit report may (x>n tain erro
neous information-check with the
credit bureau;6) your creditor may
have unusually strict standards—
they vary quite a bit; 7) sometimes
lenders don't have enough funds
available to use for certain kinds of
loans.
If you believe you're oaeditwoithy, keep trying to establish your
credit Don'tbediscouraged. Shop
around. Persistence has a way of
paying off.

beginning to warm up to a new
generation of stars that the game
hadn't seen in some time. Its popu
larity was beginning to rise and
heros were beginning to emerge.
The young fans had the heroic mo
ments of glcMy taken away, and
simply shifted their attention to foot
ball and basketball. These sports
never let the fans down because
they always provided that instant
gratification that baseball could not.
Loyalties have shifted, and seme
have said that our national pastime
has as well. Baseball, the business,
needs to seriously l(X)k at itself be
fore it is too late and there won't be
a generation of Americans to tell
the stories of The Boys of Summer,
Brooks Robinson's glove, Nolan
Ryan's seven no-hitters, Reggie
Jackson's three home runs in a
World Series game, or the time
when baseball was no longer
played....

(f

The IMext
Installment of
Baseball:
Exhibition or
Business will
appear in the
next issue...

OPPORTUNITY...
The Equal Credit Opportunity
Act prohibits discrimination in
granting credit on the basis of sexor
marital status. That prohibition
extended to discrimination on
grounds of race, color, religion,
national origin, age, receipt of inccHne from assistance programs, and
exercise of rights under the Con
sumer Protection Act
The Act also provides that an
individual may choose to rely on
the credit history of a spouse or
former spouse if it can ^ shown
that the individual helped to build
that history—by using a spouse's
account helping to manage it, bud
geting, or paying the bills.
WARNING!...
Borrowing can be addictive and
may be dangerous to your
financialhealth. Remember that
credit isn' t more moitey; it's a con
venience that lets you enjoy certain
benefits now that you'll have to pay
for later on.
Credit usually isn't free. It's
paid fcM by interest charges that
very with the type of creditor, kind
of credit, and the time period in
volved.
It's important to keep your pay
ments up to date. If you run into a
IMoblem because of unforseen dif
ficulties, discuss it with your credi
tors.
It's just as important to keep
track of how much youowe overall,
so that when you do get your aedit
established, ycni won'ttakeonmcMe

debt than you can handle.
BORROWINGBAROMETERS...
How mucbdebt you can handle
depends on your family situation,
assets, inccHne, expenses, emfdoyment status, age, health, and a lot
more.
Two rules of thumb are 1) if,
mortgage aside, your whole debt is
more than 20% of your yearly takehome pay, you may be in too deep,
and 2) if your monthly payments
are more t^ wb^'s left over from
your weekly paycheck after basic
expenses, you may be headed ftM*
trouble.
Weigh the pros and cons. Bor
row only after making sure that you
can bai^e the debt, the purpose is
wcxthwhile, and that now is the
right time.
BENEFITS...
Credit's agcxxJ thing when used
wisely. It lets you buy necessities
when you're short of cash and luxu
ries when you want them. Without
credit you might have to put off
buying what would be useful or
desirable.
But, like other good things,
credit can be misused. The people
who get the most out of aedit un
derstand that credit isn't a right to

be expected, it's a privilege to be
protected.
COURTESY OF THE FED
ERAL RESERVE BANK OF
PHILADELPHIA

IPffoIbllcgissig

S^cBcBdl

dlfig
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The Consumer Credit Counseling Service
of Inland Empire is a non profit
community service organization, with
counseling location throughout the
Riverside and San Bernardino counties.

'

For more information on the
CCCS call:
Riverside: (909) 781-01 1 4
or
Toll Free: (800) 655-0114

The CCCS can helirYOU!

J
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Small house creates cozy,
competitive atmosphere for
Coyote conference opener
By tan Cahir
Chronich Staff

blocked four shots in a 90-$econd span (three
Playing in the shadow of construction counted, a Adenihun was called for
deadlines past, the Coyote's men's basket goaltending on the first block) and lifted the
ball team took to the floor on Jan. 11 hoping fans, and coincidentally the team, out of the
to prove that it's not the size of your gym that mistake-ridden funk that consumed most of
the first 20 minutes, as the Coyotes went into
matters, but bow you play in it.
The Coyotes, led by head coach Denny the locker room down |)y four, 39-35.
Aye, came into their ccmference opener with
The second half looked much more likea
a very respectable 11-3 record in the pre game between two ranked foes playing in the
season, and a number-six ranking in the bead of a conference opener, widi the lead
NCAA Division 2 West Region rankings.. changing handsseven times, and the Coyotes
Their opptments, however, were the Broncos showing the Broncos that the fruits of victory
for Cal f*oly-Pomona, with their own na don't necessarily go to the team with the
tional ranking of 13. The contest was sure to highest ranking.
provide aspectacle fOT the fans that could fit.
Tumage continued his hot shooting, and
The Coyotes started slowly, peihapsawed was helped by the better play of the Coyotes'
leading scorer, Lou WilUams, who began to
by the interior strength of the Broncos' front
line, and the threat of their leading scorer, hit from three-point range.
The Broncos began to feel the pressure,
Tyrone Merriweather, who averaged 18.2
points per game in the preseason. After going as shots stoi^d falling andthe lead that
scoreless for the first 3:00 of the game, the seemed secure in the flrst half was fleeting in
Coyotes finally awoke as Clarence Tumage the second.
But the Broncos aren't ranked thirteenth
hit for the Coyotes' fust four points.
The Broncos led throughout the first half, in the nation for nothing.
Merriweather and company began to step
though, using superior size and good ball
movement to take advantage of many Coyote up their games, as point guard Bryan Wilcox
mistakes. Merriweathersctxedonlysix points played stifling defense, and allowed Cal
in the half, but was backed up nicely by ahot- Poly's shooters to get the shots they wanted
in the second half.
shooting Bobby McRae, who shot 66% from
the floor in the half.
The Broncos cradled a one point lead
The Coyotes began to rise late in the first with 3:30togoin the game, then Merriweather
half, riding on the scoring shoulders of decided to take the game into his own hands
Tumage, who had 12 in the half, and Tony and, more directly, out of the Coyote's hands.
Sanders, who threw in nine.
Merriweather scored eight in the waning
But then a funny thing h^jpened: The moments of the game, and theCoyotes got no
1,000 people who had sat and watched the closer than three, as the Broncos pulled out
game in virtual silence, most unaware of the the victOTy, 83-74.
three cheerleaders trying their best in the
The Coyotes showed that they deserve
comer of the gym, spmng to the feet at the the record they have, and proved to the teams
inspired play of BoyeAdenihun. Adenihun, ahead of them that the gym does not make the
who played just six minutes in the first half. program.

CSUSB's New Athletic
Development Director named
From news services

Curt B. Apsey, assistant director of ath
letic development at Cal State, Bakersfield,
was named to the new position of athletic
develoiHnent director at Cal State, San Ber
nardino effective January 3.
With two years experience in fundraising
for athletics at CSU Bakersfield plus six
years of service as men's assistant soccer
coach fOT Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, Apsey
joins Cal State, San Bernardino's athletic
develo{xnent program at an ideal time, notes
Judith Rymer, vice president for university
relations.
"As the Coyote sports teams compete in
some of our new facilities, including
Coussoulis Arena next season, the opportu
nities for the community to get behind Cal
State's athletics program will expand," commentsRymer. "CurtwillbeamajorplayCTin

Men's Basketball Record:
13-5 overall
2-2 In conference

helping us synergize that support and build
our program to its potential."
The newly created position, funded with
monies form a CSUSB student fee referen
dum that increased expanded funding for
sptxts and recreational programs, will over
see corporate and foundation relations, alumni
relations, and annual giving for athletic schol
arships.
Apsey's responsibilities at Bakersfield
included the annual membership campaign
for athletic scholarships, coordination of vol
unteers and corporate sponsors, athletic
alumni relations and special events.
He holds abachelorof sciencein physical
education with a coaching and teaching opPoly, San Luis Obispo and has
ti(Hi from
been working on a master of science degree
in education administration at Cal State,
Bakersfield.

Women's Basketball Record:
9-10 overall
2-1 in conference
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60 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

1-10

Redands Blvd.
Caroline
FAMILY
FITNESS

CALL TODAY!

3 7SAN0 BERNARDINO
-1111
295 E. Caroline • San Bernardino, CA 92408
Houre: Monday - Fnday 5am-11pm
S^urday & Sunday Sam • 8pm

* Total cost Ona par parson. Incantivaa may ba oftarad for anroNing on olhar mambarstiipa. Mawbarahlp Is avaitabia only
at ttta San Bamardino locatien and must ba usad at cantor of anroHmant. Mwat ba at laaat 1$ yaars old or M wtth paranl.
Baltysitting Is avalMtla for a nominal taa. First tlma mambars only. No otftar discounts may ba usad witti ttiis ottar.
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Men's and Women's Basketball
off to surprisingly great starts
ByBanWirick
Chronicle Staff

How is the men's basketball team
doing? Pretty well....
They are currently 11 and 5,
and in the most recent game, they
lost to Cal Poly Pomona on Tbursday, January 12th. Sure they lost,
but Cal Poly Pc»nona is ranked 13th
in the nation. In fact, believe it or
not, the CSUSB men's basketball
team is ranked number 6 in the west
coast region.
And the school campus is start
ing torealize it. AtThur^ynight's
game, it was hard to fmd a seat if
you arrived five minutes before tip
off.
"A lot of people are surprised at
how well we are doing, but we are
a team and we have some athletes,
and we want to do better than we
are doing now," said Coach Aye.
And he's right. A lot of people are
smprised at the recent success of
the men's basketball team. At the
beginning of the year, everybody
had high expectations for the
wcanen's basketball team, not the
men's.
The men's basketball team is
not perfect. Uteyhavefnoblemson
defense and rebounding, "Just like
any other team in the nation, we are
wtx'king on our defense, and we
especially need to work on rebound
ing," said coach Aye.

The Coyotes have a young team,
which means that at every practice
they are showing improvements.
FCM- rebounding, freslman Boye
Adenihun from Ibadan, Nigeria, will
definitely help out. His raw talent,
quick, high jumping ability and his
6'8", strong fr^e will definitely
be a force in the middle.
All in all, the season is going
just as Coach Aye planned. The
players are the kind thatCoach Aye
wants, thmfore he knew what be
- had on his hands and knows how to
play his cards.
The season, however, is not
going exactly the way that Luvina
Beckley, the coach of the women's
basketball team, wanted it to go.
"We have had seme tough losses
early on," said Coach Beckley,"but
I am very pleased with the way that
the team is resp nding. We are
woiking very hart and making a
lot of improvement. We are not
making any excuses, or getting
down on ourselves."
Coach Beckley is having a nice
surprise from an unexpected source
this season. "Our freshmen have
been playing very well. They are
playing Uke upperclassman. They
have upped their level of
play,"Coach Beckley said with a
smile. Freshmen such as center
Celeste Gude, who in Thursday
night's away win, turned in a de

cent day at the office with a gamehigh 22 points and 11 rebounds.
If the freshman are doing well,
then the team will imin-ove, for with
each practice, game or any time
studying basketball, they become
better, making theteam better. And
there is room for improvement. "I
think that we need to work on our
ixessure game, and what I mean by
that is our full court game, our game
against the press," said Coach
Beckley.
Ihispleasant surprise for Coach
Beckley has given the Coyotes a
very deep team. "I am glad that we
have twelve players this year, in
stead of eight.."
If you have more quality play^ then somebody is going to be
(m. Such was the case at Thursday
night's away game against Cal Poly
Pomona. The Coyotes shot a hot
56% frcxn the field.
They won
Thursday 62-54, evening out their
league record to 1-1 and 8-10 over
all.
1 and 1 is not where the Coyotes
want to be. "I see us, after the first
round of play, to be in the top three
in our league," said Coach Beckley.
They will be there, just as they
always have. They have reason to
smile, and with the yearly losses
out of theway, they can become the
dominate team they want to be.

New athletic director to be
chosen In February:
Three women and two men selected as five
finalists to interview for athletic director position
From news sarvico*
Three women and two men are
being invited to int^iew between
mid-January and early February for
the athletic director position at Cal
State, San Bernardino, reports
Judith Rymer, vice luesident for
university relations.
The women include Nancy
Simpson, Victnville resident, who
has been s^ing as the associate
athletic director ru Cal State since
July. Previously, Simpson was Cal
State's assistant athletic directo'and
senio^ women's administrator for
three years. She also was a senior
associate athletic director at the
University of Califomia, Riverside.
She holds a master's degree from
the University of Southern Missis
sippi.
Betty Werner of Highlands
Ranch, CO, has 13 years of experi
ence as a women's athletic dir^tor

and an associate athletic director,
most recently at E>rake University,
which is a Division I school. She
served for five yearsas the manager
of a private athletic club in Dallas,
Texas, too. She holds a master's
degree form the University of Mis
souri.
Joanne
Fortunato
of
Marlborough, NH, is the former
athletic director at Keene State
College, where she spent 12 years
overseeing the program thatrecently
moved from Division II to Division
m. She holds two Ri.D.s fran the
University of Southern Califomia
and Northweston University.
The men include Turlock, CA
resident Joseph Donahue, who, for
the past five years, has served as the
athletic director for Cal State,
Stanislaus. He holds an M.B.A.
from Monmouth College in New
Jersey, where he was a coach and
athletic administrator frcxn 1982-

1989.
Wayne Edwards of Dracut,
Mass., is the athletic director of the
University of Massachusetts,
Lowell. He has overseen the Divi
sion I and !I programs since 1987.
In 1993, his responsibilities in
creased to include the positicai of
associate vice chancellm* for uni
versity relations, which involves
the oversight of the alumni affairs
ixx)gram. He holds an £dJ>. from
Peabody College of Vanderbilt
University.
The Cal State, San Bernardino
athletic director search is being con
ducted by a committee of univer
sity faculty, staff, administrators,
CSUSB alumni and community rep
resentatives. Rymerchairs the com
mittee. The opening has been cre
ated by the retirement of David
Suenram, athletic director for
CSUSB for the past five years.
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Movf to Acacia and
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(909) 880-2068
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University Trustees Consider Axing
Remedial Math and English Classes
By Corina L Borsuk

Advaiising Manager
Recently, a member of the
Board of Tnis^tees proposed that
remedial classes no longer be of
fered at Cal State University cam
puses. Scmeti.ne this month, the
(X'oposal will po before the Board
of Trustees fo^ final approval. If
this proposal asses, no math or
English class below 100 levels will

WE LL PAY
YOU $33,500
TOWARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.
You can earn more than
$16,750 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment
... and another $6,840 if
you qualify for the
Mon^omery GI Bill...
plus help in paying off a
qualified student loan up to
$10,000, if eligible.
Youll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training.
And youll serve with an
Army Reserve unit near
your campus.
Over $33,500 toward
college - for part-time
service.

be available, affecting 1% of total
CSU enrollment who depend on
these classes every year.
In English Professor Loralee
MacPike's view, the trustees rea
soning behind this proposal is that
students entering a CSU should al
ready have the basic skills neces
sary to take and pass College Alge
bra and Freshman Composition.
The feeling of the trustees is that
those students who need remedial
classes should take them in high
school or at community college.
The trustees believe such a move
will improve academic standards at
CSUs.
Dr. MacPike states that the re
ality is that this proposal has been
inacted befcM:e and failed. It is part
of a continuous cycle that-has been
going on for 30 years. The trustees
decide not to offer Math and En
glish remedial classes at CSUs any
longer, therefore many students fail
to graduate because they cannot
meet the Math and English require
ments. As a result, enrollment at
the Universities decline, causing
the trustees and state legislature to
reinstate remedial classes, only to
consider removing them from the

The Blues
Retail Shop

Vintage Clothing
501 Levis
Leather Jackets
Flight Jackets
Levi Jackets

Think about it
Then think about us.
And call tod^:
T

909-885-5664
BE ALL YOU CAN BE?

ARMY RESERVE

W, F, Sat. Noon -6pm
Thur 5 - 9pm
#16 N, 6th Street
Redlahds, CA, 92346

Kevin or Jo

909-798-8055

course offering again a few years
later.
According to Jerrold Pritchard,
associate vice-iM"esident of Aca
demic Affairs, while the trustees
are adamant about the proposal,
there are several factors that may
prevent or delay its passage. Re
cently the requirements fa* enter
ing English -101 and College Al
gebra wereraised. In math, specifi
cally, basic arithmetic was dropped
from the placemen t test and replaced
with algebra. Subsequently, there
are greater numbers of students
that need remedial math classes than
in previous years. This forces the
community colleges to take on an
even bigger load.
Another problem lies with fi
nancial aid. Since students may be
forced to attend classes at both Cal
State and community college, it
becomes difficult to define a full
time student and to decide which
campuswillreceivethemoney. The
problem most likely to change the
minds of the trustees, though, is the
budget. Money has already been
budgeted for instructors to teach
these remedial classes, andshifting
positions to accommodate the extra
staff will be both troublesome and
expensive.
"I don't see it occuiring any
time socm," admitted Math Chair
Di. Paul Vicnaii. He feels that the
{M-oposal will not pass because the
already ovCT-crowded community
colleges will be forced to turn stu
dents away, temporarily suspend
ing some students educaticm and
eliminating others all together.
Perhaps the trustees should con
sider Dr. MacPike's statement, "The
trustees in Long Beach dtxi't teach
students. If they asked English
teachers, we would say to offer
[remedial classes]. We don't want
to, but we need to."

Art Exhibit from
January 12
Stephanie Love and her
artwork was featured In
the CSUSB Women's
Resource/Adult Re-Entry
Center. This photo shows
Love next to her artwork
entitled "Olive Over
Paris". Many of her other
sculptures and wail
hangings were displayed.
photo t>y GaU Ann Uchwat

Axe
Contluned from Page 9
Sectmd Language classes that there
isn't much time to deal with progressinginEnglishandMath. 'Too
many other things are taking the
time (that used to be spent on ba
sics)."
She said that underprepared stu
dents should not be in the CSU
because^'it is a wrong use of
taxpayer's hicmey; they should go
to ^e community colleges."
Lt. Gov. and Trustee Leo
McCarthy said it was "absolutely
crazy tbatthis (remedial education)
is being included in the CSU and
UC... I would like to set a date for
the termination of all these courses."
He said it was imperative that CSU
faculty get more involved in K-12
education so students do not come
to the CSU underprepared.
San Diego State University
President Thomas Day praised trust
ees for tackling the issue, saying
that his faculty have felt strongly
about the downward trend in the
preparation of students. That cam
pus has been able to prevent stu
dents from taking other math
courses, for example, if they fail the
ELM, but has not been as success-
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North Pointe

is the best rental value in the Inland Empire
Can you believe lt?I
You can get a 1 bedroom, fully applianced apartment
with vaulted ceiling, fireplace, and FREE Cable TV

for just $400!

Qi^aUty Carc at Reasonable Ra^W
^cs 0-17 yes^ Welcome
ln£int OMTC
and
dj and Part

There are 2 pools, 3 spas, a fitness center,
racquetball court, and so much more at this well-maintained
community, you've got to see it for yourselfl

Visit today and ask about our special
1 month free rent offerl!"*
Bajcti

on 1 year lease agreement and approved aedit. Call for details.

1265 Kendall Drive, San Bernardino
(909) 881-3305

j
Sn|^b%3
Acuv^l^

JjSnsporfcllion to and fiom

TO ^STAIE
Plcasc^^ (g)^882-01'^^
HOU^<^PRnX. BA.
ant*

fill at denying otherEnglish classes
if they don't master the entry-level
English tests.
Concern about what will hap
pen towomen and students of color
who need such courses was ex
pressed by student Stacey Green
from the California State Student
Association, who urged trustees
"not to be hasty in signing onto
ideas that remedi^ programs should
be eliminated and eliminated im
mediately."
Trustees plan to further discuss
the issue at the January meeting.

Proposition 187 to
be discussed by
University Trustees
From news servlcee

Proposition 187, which was
^proved by the voters on Nov. 8,
will be put on hold until Nov. 29,
with an expected extension to Feb
ruary 8, b^use a temporal re
straining order against its imple
mentation was issued by a San Fran
cisco Supervisor Court against the
CSU, University of California and
the California Community Col
leges.
In an executive order issued
Nov. 8, the CSU was directed by
Governor Wilson to formulate
emergency regulations to deal with
the measure, which prohibits edu
cational and health tenefits to ille
gal immigrants. The CSU has
formed a committee to develop
plans for implementing 187's pro
visions, should the system be di
rected to do so by the courts.
Christine Helwick, the new
CSU interim counsel, told trustees
and the presidents that the legal
office wUl prepare directions for
the presidents and their roles in the
jXDposition's implementation. No
action will be taken to implement
the measure until after it has been
clarified legally.
Concern wasexpressed that due
processrights be protected, and that
no one's constitutional rights be
violated. Trustee Bill Hauck said
that the system will follow the law
"in as reasonable a manner ^
possible to do."
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APTS. FOR RENT - Student
Special. Large 2BR $450/
mtxith, $600 move-in, 5 minutes
from campus. Mgr. 881-4212.

Career Connection
By Patricia Rogers Gordon
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DON'T END YOUR JOB
SEARCH UNTIL YOU.VE
FOUND THE RIGHT FIT!
What can be worse than being
unemployed? Being in the wrong
job! Fear of a slow economic re
covery and a dwindling bank ac
count is encouraging many
jobseekers to settle for positions
that are far Bom theirideal employ
ment, according to Peta G. Penson,
managing partner of the San Fran
cisco office of EntoChange, inc.
"Settling for a job that doesn't
excite you, that you know in your
heart is not right for you, is a bad
move," she says. "It'sonlyamatter
of time before you'll be out on the
street again, ei^erbecause you've
been fired or because you've quit in
frustration. Then you will have a
blip on your resume and your selfesteem will have nosedived."
When Carol, whois45, couldn't
find a marketing job after five
months, she allowed a friend to set
her up for a position as a iH'oject
manager in a manufacturing envi
ronment Instead of supervising ad
campaigns, she was consumed with
monitoring inventory control.
Rather than developing new sales
strategies, she found herself appeas
ing customers who were upsetabout
missed delivery dates.
"It paid well and she needed a
paycheck," Penson explains. "But
she discovered that teing out of
woik is not necessarily worse than
being in job you hate. When she
began to crave a martini every aftemoon, Carol quit and went back
to looking for a job that suited her."
Steve, who is 30, tooka$15,000
pay cut and entered the health care
field, even though it did not int^st
him. Hereasoned that, during tough
economic times, a job is a job.
"After one month he is already
sending out his resume," Penson
says. "His mind is not cm doing a
good job and his new boss is start
ing to notice. Steve may soon be
back among the unemployed."
"It's hard to stick out a job
search, especially during pmods
when headlines are pronouncing
doom and gloom in the econmny.
But settling fca-the wrong jobis like
accepting amarriage proposal from
someone you don't love. You get
the ring, but before the honeymoon
is even over, you start to think about
divorce."

FAST FUNDRAISER - Raise
$500 in 5 days - Greeks, groups,
clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,
Easy - No Financail Obligation.
(800)775-3851 EXT. 33
NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT - over 25,000
openings! Excellent benefits &
bonuses. For more information
call: 1-206-545^804 ext.
N59851
FOR RENT - Rooms available
in lovely 6 bedroom house plus
studio apartment on Sheridan
Road. Walking distance from
campus. For details call 909864-3165. Please note: Phone
number was incorrect in Nov/
Dec Ads. Please call 909-8643165.

LICENSED FAMILY DAY
CARE - ^m - 10:30pm Cal.
State area 887-4481. Day
posititxi available - Full time.
HELP WANTED
STUDENTS
Over 120
American manufacturers need
you to assemble products at
home. Circuit boards, jewelry,
holiday deox'aticms, etc. Earn
$280 to $652 weekly. Part time/
full time. Experience
unnecessary/will train. You're
paid weekly.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext.
IODIC
NO TIME TO TYPE
ASSIGNMENTS? Call
Shelley at 909-425-2103 or fax
909-425-2074 for details. Last
minute projects welcome.

HELP WANTEDADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT: Local
progressive psych practice with
offices throughout Southern
Cal. Looking for student to
work
Flexible P.T. Hours, including
time at your own home,
hospital, offices, to assist with
research, gen. clerical,
scheduling, phone, etc. Position
fxovides possible future
management, networking, and
clinical opportunities for
management, maiketing, social
work, and psychology students.
Send resume to PO Box 7001,
Loma Linda, Ca 92354. 909825-2648.
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ROOM FOR RENT - $275.00
per month, 2 miles from
campus. Female nonsmoker
preferred. Call 880-8201.
RESUMES. Free consultation
and updates. Laser typesetting.
One day service available. Call
(909) 875-8031.
ALL ARTISTS ELIGIBLE
TO ENTER INLAND
EXHIBITION XXXI - at the
San Bernardino County
Museum. JUROR: HOWARD
FOXOFLACMA. $10.00 per
entry. DEADLINE FEB. 28,
1995. For Prospectus send
SASE to SBAA, P.O. Box 3574,
San Bemaidino, Ca 92404. $
Awards.

CAL STATE STUDENTS

FACULTY & EMPLOYEES
"SPECIAL"

$298

TOTAL

MOVE-IN*

f \Tt I Al I AI Al I HtSTik
o 1535 E. Date St. - San Bernardino, California

(909) 881-3727
1 Dedroom'l Bath • 2 Bedroom 1 Bath • 2 Bodroom'2 Bath

500

• Quiet gated community
e Sparkling pool and spa
' • Gas barb^ue

THURSDAY

• Air conditioning

• Refrigerators
• Oshwasfwrs (select units)
^ Near sdtoois ar>d shopping
• Easy freeway access

PLAN F
I9q. ^
rNtfiv

500 WELL, WINE, & DRAFT
$1.D0 CALL & LONGNECKS
7-11 pm

OmCEHOUAS;
Mon.Fri lOamMSem

SM lO»m M 2pm • Cbtad Sm

'MfKni ffiprirat

THE KENDAIL TOWKU
1200 KenidAll Dr.
Sea BdM. CA934B7

909 899^699

1

7

FREE DANCE LESSONS
FROM LINE DANCES TO THE
2-STEP
7 pm Wed-Sun

n

LIVINO nOOM
\9Vt X 14«>

Excerpts from California Job Jour
nal

^becareerDevelopmentCenterha?
open slots in their on campus
recruitment program. Please go to
the Career Development center in
UH-329 for information. Paul
Esposito, the Coordinator of the
program stated that "companies are
extremelv supportive" of CSUSB
students and alumni and are
interested in meeting their hiring
needs from the pool of students at
this campus.

WANTED: Part time Assistant
Sunshine Family Child Care.
Knowledge in (ihild
Development a plus. (909) 8820172.

The Chronhlm

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS! Over $6 Billion
in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available.
All students are eligible. Let us
help. For more info, call: 1800-263-6495 ext. F59851

i.iviiia nooM
12 X

1 bedroome from $348.00
2 bediroome from $435.00
Laundry facllillea

PLAN B
iWo e<id»pmwl
Oft* Bath
700 8q. n.

2 pools
2 spss

HO

ear
KitnHir

[]

npnnooM
. ?
n X mi
BEnnoou MO I
X lOH

A8K ABOUT OUH STUDSHT OrSOOUBT

21 & Over

295 East Caroline
San Bernardino^ Ca

Just South of I-IO off Waterman
Behind Family Fitness

909-824-5444
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The CSUSB Chapter of
Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society
Announces a

Phi Kappa Phi Graduate Fellowship

(The Sequel)
Yellow Dog is unoriginal,
long and uninteresting

Rock
Continued from page 10
brilliance.

The aspect that sets

Candlebox apart fran VUalogy and
Throwing Copperisthatthesecond

huge waves are knocking the little
boat around. This scene seemed to side is actually terrible.
We will nominate a student for $7,000 support
last several minutes too long. Sara,
Nevertheless, Candlebox^iegms
for first-year graduate or professional study
The story of a young man and however, was fascinated, so I de fH-omisingly enough with the rock
(about one oiit of every three nominees receives an award)
his dog. (Oh, that's original!) The cided to keep an open mind.
ing "Don't You," followed by the
Middle of the movie; Angus sparkling "Change." Next is the
pair are washed ashore in the wil
Two $500 Phi Kappa Phi Fellowships
derness of sOTiewhere (it wasn't and Yellow Dog are trying to avoid first single "You" and the some
made clear) after a storm capsizes starving to death by eating bugs. what jazzy "No Sense." The stretch
the boat they are on with the father The camera shoots a close up of is close out by the second single
Application deadline February 1, 1995
(Bruce Davison). The father is Angus as he slowly eats a squirm "Far Behind" and the pseudo ballad
Applications available from Lil Haskell, AD-101
found right away but Angus (Jesse ing worm-like creature. Sara says "Blossom."
Bradford) and Yellow Dog (su "eeeeewwwwwwwww" o.k., It was
With the exception of "Cover
perbly protrayed by Dakotah, who a little gross but that can make a Me," a song that al^ appears on the
was, by the way, one of the better movie more fun. After the yummy " With Honors" Soundtrack album,
bug eating scene, Anguskills acute, the second side into a rapid deterio
actors) are lost on shore.
When this movie was first helpless, furry critter that had just ration of second-rate filler material
advertisied Imade quite afew jokes shown his big beautiful eyes in a that would normally be found cm a
closeup the moment before. It dis bad album of B-sides and demos,
about the title, it
turbed Sara likft Nirvana's Incesticide, XTC's
was hard not to.
quite abit; how Rag and Bone Buffet, or Smashing
It reminded me
ever,
it was ac Pumpkin's Pisces Iscariot.
of "Old Yeller"
tually
oneof the
In spite of all this, Candlebox,
and "Homeward
few
scenes
that like Pearl Jam and Live provided
Bound"
rolled
From news services
ing professors from among the 20
was believable enough energized alternative rock
into one title. I
(Twentieth Century Fox)
participating campuses.
and
realistic.
to enliven a rather dull and disap
A Fontana resident. Smith has wentto this show
Mary Smith, a professor of
Three- pointing year. Hopefully, 1995 will
expecting
this
Stars: Mimi Rogers, Bruce
marketing atCal State, San Bernar 19 years of teaching experience al
fourths of the bring a return to form~a form of
movie to be a
Davidson, Jesse Bradford, and...
dino fcx' the past eight years, is the together. She earned her M.B.A.
way through:
cheap
rip
off
of
excellence in the burgeoning alter
Dakotah
^
univCTSity' s Outstanding Professor and Ph.D. in marketing at the Uni
Sara has lost
the
afore
men
native music maricet.
versity of Texas at Arlington, where
all interest and
of the Year for 1994-95.
tioned
films.
It
Recognized for her teaching, she taught fw four years. She at wasn't quite as bad as I expected. is now excitedly describing all the
professional activities and public tributes some of her success as a But what is up with that cool, nifty stuff she'sdiscovered on
service. Smith is well known for teacher to her bachelor's and name!?!?!?!?!? Thedog'srealname the floor and stuck to the bottom of
giving her students hands-cm expe master's degrees in English from
would have been so much better the seats.
riences, allowing them to do re Oklahoma State University.
The Ending:
exacdy like
By Shannon Bums
"What I'm trying to show them than "Yellow Dog."
search and{xesent concepts to large
The movie started off with a Homewmd Bound!!!
City
Slickers 2:
companies. An ad campaign for (students) is how to OTganize and great scene of Angus chasing a rab
The dog and Angus get
write
reports,"
to
"present
them
in
a
Ai^le computers and participation
Tl)0 Legend of Curlys
bit throught the fwest, doesn' t sound seperated after three weeks of
in the American Advertising Com clear, concise manner that makes very interesting, but it was a good survivingalone in the wilderness and
Goid
petition are just two of the under- sense to managers.
scene. This increased my hopes of the last scene of the movie is their (Castle Rock entertainment)
"The
image
of
the
(business)
t^kings of her students. Thiswinter
seeing a good movie. The reunion. The boy is standing on the
quarter some of Smith's students school, the department, the univer soundtrack was great, it was classi backporch looking anxiously out
sity is very important."
will do a i*oject fw Hyundai.
towards the woods and at the mo
Stars: Billy Chrystal,
With her focus on consumers cal with a fumristic sound twist.
The first School of Business
I tock my four-year-old daugh ment of final acceptance... the dog
Danial Stem, John Lovitz
and Public Administraticm faculty and the cmnmunity-at-large, Smith ter Sara with me so that I could get pitifullylimpsoutofthetrees. Their
has
tried
to
put
to
practice
in
teach
and Jack Balance
member ever to receive this
her point of view. The kid knows eyes meet and they run to each
campuswide distinction. Smith says ing her Rotary Club motto," Ser her films! There was one scene other as the Mom, Dad, and brother
the honor "feels wonderful." She vice above self." She is on the toward the beginning of "Yellow are watching from a distance.
Mitch Robbins Chrystal), Phi
has achieved the campus' top dis board of directors and a vice presi
"How did you like the movie,
;Stem)andMitch'sbrother (Lovitz
Dog"
when
the
boy,
the
dog,
and
tinction fw faculty early in her aca dent for the San Bernardino East the dad are on a nice little boat and SaraT'
.ind themselves involved in a ter
demic career, having only fmished Rotary International. She also they hit a storm. The sky is black,
"Mommy,lhafta pee." Enough ific adventure in the middle of the
her doctoral work in 1988 and serves on the board of the American the rain is pelting down and the said.
Jesert searching for hidden treaearned the award in her first year of Association of University Wtmien,
lure.
eligibility. She will represent the Redlands chapter, and previously
^@W[?
university in the upcoming Califor was a director for the California
Good movie. Slow beginning
nia State University system-wide Inland Counties American Market
yat only a couple of truly s^p>
competition to name two outstand- ing Association.
scenes. I liked the first one better.
By Shannon Burna
Chronicle Staff

Marketing Professor
earns top award

Far From Home;
ThendventuresofYelloiuDoo.

M ic r o
Review

Congratulations, Dr. Smith!
• • • • • •
••••

Watch for more entertainment
reviews in th0 C/trpnlcfef

Nnw availabjp 9" Video Cassette
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Earthwatch is searching for enthusiastic students
By Sean Stewart
Chronicle Staff

Your luggage is packed, your
camera is loaded, and you are board
ing a plane destined for Costa Rica,
or pertiaps the rain forests of Aus
tralia, maybe the shixes of Hawaii,
the rural villages of the Philippines
... It's your choice.
EARTHWATCH, a nonprofit
CM'ganizatitm, is contacting colleges
and universities all over the country
in search of students enthusiastic
about spending two weeks assist
ing on any one of more than 150
expediticms around the world. Vol
unteers work with scientists who
are doing research in all fields of
study from anthrc^logy to oce
anic studies. EARTHWATCH has
sent their EaithCorps volunteers to
help preserve sea turtles in Costa

Rica, as well as to the I%ilippines to
examine the cultural roots of mal
nutrition.
Allison Travers, spokesperson
for EARTHWATCH, described
how the nonproHt organization
works, "Scientists from all over the
world apply to Earthwatch with
grants. We then choose projects
that we feel are suitable and send
CHir EarthCorps volunteers to assist
with research and study."
She went on to say that there is
no experience or prior training nec
essary for involvement, "All the
training is done in thefield. There's
no experience needed so we take
people cm a first ccane, first serve
basis."
She said thatfhe volunteers learn
and work alongside the scientists,
and situations vary according to the
field of study and the particular

project, "You meet at the project
site and have orientation with the
scientist. Teams on projects are as
small as three and as many as twelve.
Depending on theproject you might
be camping out, or in odier situa
tions, staying in rented houses. The
field conditions vary."
One of the many unique oppor
tunities
offered
by
an
EARTHWATCH expedition in
cludes the chance to meet people of
all ages and naticmalities. Allison
explains,
"Because
EARTHWATCH brings together
people from [the ages of] 16 to 70,
we have a wide range of members
in the EarthCorps. Its a great oppor
tunity to work with pec^le from
around the world."
EARTHWATCH hasoffices in
England, Australia, Japan, and in
the near future they will have an

Qmt^ Your Own

Slate, San Bemarinos Campus

office in Germany. Being an
EarthCorps member, you can ex
pect to work with people of all ages,
from various fields of study, and
various nationalities. Besides pro
viding on hands experience in cut
ting edge research, the expeditions
may also provide an unforgettable
experience of a lifetime.
Teams operate year-round in
the U.S. and ab'oad. The average
contribution pervolunteeris$l,500

Computer Science Master's
degree now available
From news services

A new master'sdegree in com
puter science at Cal State, San Ber
nardino offers courses with someof
the finest computer technology
available anywhere.
Five laboratories in Jack Brown
Hall at Cal State house technology
that has put the university at the
"forefront" of computer science
education, says Dr. C)wen Murphy,
chair of the computer science de
partment One lab alone hosts 30
Silicon Graphics Indigo worksta
tions.
"You won't find a university in
the world" with many Indigo sta-

SpadaJ to the Chronicle

hauling around those heavy books and having to hunt down a private spot to
catch a few needed winks between classes. Now you can create your own oasis
right here on campus. The Oasis Package—the commuter housing pro
gram—lets you rent a room in Serrano Village and gives you:
0 a private space to study and relax
# the option tostay.the:'m0f§if;f'.
% a fiMce to store your personal belortgid^}drtd. schdUsup0eM^'i' '
^ access to residential programs, facilities and arnmi^ifmcMB^
phone scrofice, utilities, the Village Square pool, recreational
room and laundry services, and access cable TV services.
Call the Housing Office at (909) 880-5246for details.

SlERRiNo
•bUAGE

CAL STATE, SAN BERNARDINO
RESIDENCE HALLS

tions, he says.
Other top-of-the-line equipment
will support teaching and"research
in the areas of software engineer
ing, computer architecture, artifi
cial, intelligence, database, and
knowledge-based .systems, distrib
uted and parallel systems, and, of
course, computer graphics.
For more information cm the
master's degree program, call or
write Dr. ArturoConcepcion, gradu
ate coordinator. Department of
Computer Science,
Sate, San
Bernardino, 5500 University Park
way, San Bernardino, CA 92407.
(909) 880-5330.

Reducing waste on campus
By Pat Macht and Liza Smith

TAKE A BREAK from the daily car trajftc, the distractions from your studies,

to support research and help
coverfood and lodging. Foralistof
available expeditions and to rind
out more information about this
organization which has recruited
assistants to work with renowned
scientists since 1972, call 1-800776-0188 and ask for general infor
mation, or write EARTHWATCH,
680 Mt. Auburn St., P.O. Box
403CO, Wateitown, MA 02272.

California's colleges and uni
versities, the state's largest genera
tors of waste among public agen
cies, have created their own model
for cutting waste with the assis
tance of the California Integrated
Waste Management Board.
Three California universities
have developed waste reduction
programs on their respective cam
puses that will be us^ as models
for all state colleges and universi
ties to follow. The programs in
volve everything from purchasing
of {M'oducts made from recycled
materials, p^rless c(Hnmunicatk)n
via electronic mail, to training stu
dents and the local community on
tK)w to compost.
Ibe three California State Uni
versities, at Humboldt (HSU), San
Marcos (CSUSM), and San Fran
cisco (SFSU), each were granted
$25,000 to develop model programs
for the'state's 136 public universi
ties and community colleges.
"The effect that successful
waste reduction programs can have
on our college campuses is evident
when we look at the statistics from
just two of the participating col
leges," said Board Chairman Jesse
R. Huff. "Both Humboldt and San
Marcos saw an increase of more
than 20pouiKls per person recycled
in the 1993/94 school year com
pared to the previous year.
'^College campuses are a valu
able ally in our fight to cut in half
the amount of waste entering land
fills by 2000 not only1>ecause they

are large generators, but also for
their ability to educate students
about the ne^ for responsible waste
management," Huff said.
As part of the ixx)gram, each
campus designated a lead person or
group, and developed individual
waste reduction and procurement
plans. All three campuses saw Email and computer networking be
tween campuses as a responsible
way to encourage paperless com
munication. Collection containers,
noticeably different frcnn trash re
ceptacles, were placed next to waste
cans toencourage a clean recycling
"stream".
The projects also looked at collectionmethodsforrecyclables. At
HSU, a two-person, human-pow
ered vehicle is used to collect bev
erage containers, and it is faster
than using a truck. At SFSU, an
electric vehicle was purchased as
an alternative to a gas-powered col
lection vehicle.
The three universities also tar
geted "buy-recycled" as an impor
tant waste reduction tool. Tliey
report that the purchaseof products
with recycled content has gone up
more than 30 percent since their
programsbegan in 1992. In facL at
SFSU the percentage of total pur
chases of products made from re
cycled materials increased dramati
cally from just 15 percent in 1992,
to mcxc than 70 percent last year.
The results of the programs are
being developed into a how-toguide and training video, which will
be available in January for use on
Califomia's college campuses.
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MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT SK PER SERVING.)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni^-iin 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.
Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 12 million
locations, including grocery stores.
.m:-

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU;
To apply, call I-800-CITIBANK.

For a Limited time only
11

Macintosh
Performa
636./CD

1

Get a Performa 636 8/250/CD
A DeskWriter 550C...

And Microsoft Office v.4.2

$

For only...

2045.00
From: 1/9/1995-1/27/1995

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, S A N BERNARDINO

Avalible only vto Students, Faculty, and Staff of California State University, San Bernardino.

